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Great grand master: the key to opening doors
Complex campus lock system controlled by one man and a few master keys
By
JOE
SCHNECKENBURGER
Less than a handful of keys
will open every lock in every
building on the James
Madison University campus.
The responsibility of JMU's

only locksmith, CarrollCrider,
is to "maintain the security of
the entire campus." He is
responsible for the proper
functioning of every lock on
campus.
His only assistant is a

Area flu epidemic
bypasses campus
By DONNA SIZEMORE
An influenza outbreak that has struck the Shenandoah Valley
has had little affect on the students of James Madison University.
"The college is ten times better off than the community and the
East Coast, said Dr. Walter Green, attending physician at the
JMU Health Center. "We're blessed with the fact that we've had
no epidemic proportions on the JMU campus."
According to Green, the flu virus sweeping Rockingham County
and the East Coast has not involved many JMU students.
Flu outbreak in this area caused approximately 11.3 percent of
students in Rockingham County to be absent from public school
during the past few days, according to the Daily News-Record
(Feb. 27).
Symptons of the virus include nausea, diarrhea, high fever and
body aches.
According to Green, most students who come to the JMU Health
Center are suffering instead from cold symptons, such as coughs,
sinus trouble and sore throats.
Green classifies JMU students as "tough kids," adding that
many of the health problems they encounter stem from the fact
they take improper care of themselves.
On an average, the health center treats around IS in-bed
patients a day, Green said, adding that the number of out-patients
varies.
"Midwinter is the worst time" for sickness. Green said. Midterms often create added illness, he continued, attributing this to
the tension the exams bring upon students.
"We get lots of mono," Green said," as much as anybody in the
world." Mono is a year-round illness, Green continued.
Green estimates that one-third of the JMU students have never

college student, Greg Morris,
who works about 13 hours a
week. Morris recuts keys and
rekeys locks as instructed by
Crider.
The campus lock system is
extremely complex, Crider
said. There are numerous
master and submaster keys.
There is a key called a great
grand master that unlocks
almost every Schlage lock on
campus. Only Col. Adolf
Phillips, vice president of
business affairs, and Crider
have one of these keys now.
Grand master keys that
open up large sections of the
campus are more common.
The Schlage grand master
opens every lock in 16
buildings including all the Ncomplex dorms, Eagle and
Shorts.
The Sargent grand master
opens up most of the Sargent
locks on campus, including
the uphill dorms.
Security officers as well as
housekeeping
supervisors
carry grand masters when on
duty, and maintenence people
also have access to the keys.
Almost every building has a
master key. In residence
halls, head residents carry a
building master key and
resident advisors have access
to one. In other buildings, the
building
managers have
master keys.
The system is not without
flaws. When Grafton-Stovall
Theater locks were installed,
they were keyed incorrectly,
Crider said. The master keys
from one of the N-complex
dorms also fit the theater. The
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CARROLL CRIDER and Greg Morris maintain campus security.
error
has
since
been
corrected.
What if a grand master key
is lost or stolen? "Perish the
thought," Crider said. •
According
to
W.W.
Wilberger, Chief of Campus

Photo by JM ScMMCktnburgar

. THE DRIVER of this vehicle found himself In a
precarious situation after a futile attempt to manuever
around a looked harricade behind D-hall Monday. The
7T
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track was wedged between a tree and the metal barrier
which had been locked at 4 p.m. while the driver was
away.
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Police, the master key system
is "as safe as we can make it
dealing with individuals." No
grand masters have ever been
lost or stolen. If this were to
occur, Crider would change
every lock in every affected
building. Though a master key
has never been lost here,
Crider acknowledged that
building master keys have
been lost before.
In the middle of tins past
January, a master key for
Ikenberry was lost, and the
key was not recovered until
more than a month later. A
work order to change every
lock in Ikenberry was instituted almost immediately
after the key was reported
missing. Crider spent 40.
hours working out a new lock
system on paper. He had
begun to cut new room keys
■j when the missing m""'"-, key
was found. If the key had not
turned up, all the locks would
have been changed over
spring break, almost six
weeks after the key was lost.
When Crider changes a lock,
he does not actually replace it.
He takes the lock apart and
changes the order of the series
of pins in the lock's cylinder.
Crider has a large file where
he stores information on how
each lock is keyed. He checks
this each time he rekeys a
lock.
Dorothy White, assistant
director of residence halls for
N-complex, said that while the
Ikenberry master key was
missing, staff and campus
(Continued on Page 4)
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BSA request denied; bowling receives funds
By CINDY ELMORE
A request for $460 by the
Black Student Alliance to fund
two events in conjunction with
Black Emphasis Month, was
rejected by the Student
Government
Association
senate Tuesday.
In addition, a proposal to
fund the bowling dub 1606 to
attend
the
"Eastern
Collegiate Invitational
Bowling Tournament," to be
held next week was approved
by senators and executive
council after a lengthy
discussion
The $460 BSA request had
been approved by the finance
committee, as a compromise
from the BSA's original
request of $1,000 in November.
The money was requested
for an "Annual Black Ball"
and
a
"Gospel
Extravaganza." Funding for the
two eventa has been provided
by the Minority Affairs Office,
but the BSA requested SGA
funds to repay Minority Affairs, since the money was not
originally appropriated for
BSA activities
Black Emphasis Month and
the Gospel Extravaganza
were held in February .The
Black Ball will be held next
month.

r

Senator Terry Thumma
claimed that the BSA activities are "closed functions," not open to the entire
student body.
However, both events are
open to anyone, refuted
Monica
Jones,
BSA
representative. ,
ACCORDING
TO
Administrative Vice President
Chuck
Cunningham,
the
University Program Board
has spent more than $13,000
funding events in conjunction
with Black Emphasis Month.
He added that four blackoriented UPB movies shown
for the month had a total
attendance of 65.
The band "The Tarns" had
poor attendance at their
Srformance here as well, but
i BSA was never consulted
for input about this concert,
Jones added.
The proposal was rein
troduced and tabled in
Executive Council on Wednesday.
The bowling club's request
was originally rejected by the
finance committee because
the "Statement of Understanding for Disbursement
of Student Fees,", which is
used by the committee when

considering funding requests,
states that groups not
recognized by the university
cannot receive SGA funds.
HOWEVER, THE committee passed a bill of opinion
for the club to receive the
funds as soon as recognition is
acquired.
Since the tournament will be
held next week, the funding
was needed immediately in
order to help the club, said
senator Gary Beugnet
"Now they have a chance to
represent JMU in a mater
tournament
and
we're
rejecting
them
on
a
technicality,"
he
added.
"That's why we turned down
the Chrysalis, but we turn
around and fund Circle K for
three years in a row."
Athletic
clubs
not
recognized by the university
also cannot recieve university
funds.
The bowling club originally
submitted its constitution to
become recognized in April
1979, said Mike Helton,

bowling club treasurer. The
constitution was resubmitted
with changes to the constitution subcommittee in
September, he added, but
must still be approved by the
Student Services Commission,
which has not met since Jan.
17.
TREASURER Jeff
Bolander said the senate
cannot change the Statement
of
Understanding,
since
control over this "bible of
funding" comes from a
committee comprised of the
SGA president, treasurer,
finance committee chairman,
university comptroller, vice
president for student affairs,
and SGA advisor. He added,
"If we waive the rules for the
bowling club we should waive
them for the Black Student
Alliance, too."
"If it comes to not waiving
this rule and they don't go.
and the senate has approved
this, I think we (executive
council) should approve it.
Not to take the humanistic

aspect is wrong," added
President Dave Martin.
Dean of Students Dr. Lacy
Daniel explained that the
Statement was drawn up last
year after the SGA funded the
mens' lacrosse club, which at
that time also was not a
recognized student group.
The bowling club nas spent
$1,772 to attend tournaments
this academic year. Funding
has been provided directly by
club members, Beugnet said.
In other action, a request by
Circle K for $650 was
unanimously approved by
senators.
In other action, a request by
Circle K for $650 was
unanimously approved by
senators.
A proposal to fund the
Porpoise Club $675 for a new
reel-to-reel tape recorder was
tabled by the finance committee, said member C.R.
Suddith. He added that the
committee is considering
separate
financing
for
equipment needed bv croups
(Continued on Page 7)
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Corrections

Schlitz Makes It Great
Schlitz: The Beer
ForThe80's

Classes and laboratories for the nursing program to be
established here this fall will be located on the third floor of
Wilson Hall, instead of in RocUngbam Memorial Hospital as
reported in the Breeze Feb. 19.
Abo, the United States won twelve total medals at the Winter
Olympics, not eleven gold medals as reported Feb. 26.

WOMEN THAT ROCK
New LP's by :
Linda Ronstadt
"Mad Love"
Pat Benatar
"In The Heat of The Night

a

:
:

Heart

EVERY WEEKEND*

"Bebe Le Strange "

(no beer sales between 12-6am)
n
-->

Good -Music at
Great

M-T-W-S ^i^
9:304 <b£_ieAii^

cxwmmMZ
RECORDS

i

Th-Fri
9:30-9

i

-Kegs -Plenty of gas -Soft Drinks
-Health & Beauty Aids -Ice -Pizzas
-Magazines
/-\DCKI 1 A
Hot & coid
OPEN 24
Sandwiches -Candy HOU RS
-24 hr. Film service
434.7444
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Honor Council incurrs $700 deficit this year
Funding
through
the
university academic affairs
budget is designed by
legislative action to be used
solely for instruction purposes, according to Stanton. It
would be difficult to place the
honor system under the
funding of any budget beside
the SGA's, he said.

By LOUIS EACHO
The Honor Council has
incurred a $700 deficit so far
this academic year. Vice
President Susan Hobbs told
the Honor Advisory Board
Monday.
The group appealed last
month
to the
Student
Government
Association
Finance Committee
and
Senate for additional funding
to cover the deficit, but with
only about $6,000 left in the
contingency fund, the SGA
could not afford to give any
assistance, she noted.
The Honor Council is
currently front-end budgeted
by the SGA, but Hobbs
suggested the organization
should be included in the
university academic affairs
budget.

SGA ADMINISTRATIVE
Vice President Chuck Cunningham added that no matter
how the Honor Council
received its funding, it still
would have to be held ac-

countable for its expenses.
In other business, the
results of a survey indicating
students' satisfaction about
the degree of academic
honesty here was reported to
board members.
These figures, which increased from 64 percent in
1977 to 80 percent this year,
show that student support for
the honor system probably
has almost reached its
maximum point, according to
Associate Dean of Students
Dr. Al Menard.
The survey, which has been

«w»o by Bill Tart

STUDENTS HERE will have to continue to do their own dirty
wash. About SiM.ooo would have been needed to continue the
university laundry services, which were discontinued la 1678,
according to the assistant vice president of business sffairs here.

You'll get a lot
more out of your
college education
when you get into
Army ROTC.
Introduction to Orienteering
% credit hours
MISC lOZ/Pe 152 14:00-15:45
(fourth block) MWF
Introduction to Orienteering-2 Credit Hours
MISC 102-PE 152 1400-1545 (Fourth Block) MWF
MauryG-2
This course introduces the student to Orienteering,
a challenging "life time" sport that requires both
mental and physical individual effort, in an outdoor
environment. It is designed to provide the student
with the necessary knowledge and skill to successfully participate in organized Orienteering
events to the intermediate level. Maps, compasses,
and textbooks are provided by the Department of
Military Sciencel If you have question, call 433-6264,
or stop by Maury G-9.
;;■.'■■■
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only five percent of the
students said they would
report an act of cheating to the
appropriate
teacher
or
authority, Menard nooted.
Applications for next year's
honor council coordinators
and representatives will be
due near the end of March,
Board members decided,
suggesting that this will allow
those students who are
defeated in the SGA elections
on April 1 an opportunity to
apply for Honor Council
positions as well.

ALTHOUGH MOST
students here view the honor
system as essential and
realistic instead of idealistic

Student laundry
services not likely
to be reestablished

"I THINK people believe
the SGA runs the Honor
Council," while in reality it
should be two separate activities, she added.
Although problems with
funding have not existed in the
past between the SGA and
Honor Council, Hobbs said
that she could see how difficulties may arise.* With the
responsibility for funding the
University Program Board,
The Breeze and the Blnestone,
it is possible for the SGA to
"hole! the purse strings" on
some Honor Council activities, she said.
However, Vice President of
Academic Affairs Dr. Thomas
Stanton said that since the
Honor Council is a "student
function" it should be funded
through the SGA.

•* *%

compiled by the Division of
Student Affairs for the past
eight
years,
represents
opinions from one out of every
four undergraduate students
who participate at spring
registration. Questions not
only deal win the honor
system, but with personal
attitudes and opinions on
college life in general, Menard
said.
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"Less than one-half the
students on campus were
using the service, but all were
paying for it," be said.
Students paid about $60 per
year for the laundry service,
whether they used it or not.
"They didn't like the fact they
were paying but not using, or
didn't want to use the service," according to Merck,
who conducted a survey here
and at other state colleges.
"These students had a case;
it was reasonable," he said.
"The laundry fee was going
The laundry, which is to increase, as it had Been
located in the General Ser- doing, in past years, the
vices Building, only utilizes equipment was starting to age
one-half the space it was i and service was harder to
allocated before the service acquire. If something broke
was discontinued two years down, we may not have been
ago. The Security and Safety able to repair it because the
offices Jiave taken over the parts were unavailable," he
other portion.
added.
Before 1986, students were
Theft was another problem
supplied with linens such as during the last few vears the
sheets and towels by the service was available. "We
school which also handled the paid out several hundred
laundering of all clothing for dollars per year for claims of
the students. After that, the stolen clothing," he said.
students had to supply their
Other schools have either
own linens, but their clothing phased out the , student
was still picked up, laundered, laundry service or are in the
and then delivered to them. process of doing so, according
This policy remained intact to Merck. The College of
until 1977.
William and Mary is one such
school which has discontinued
m During the 1977-78 academic
the service, and Merck minks
year, only towels and lines Longwood College is now in
were accepted by the laundry, the process of doing so.
and the number of employees
Radford University still
was reduced from 40 to 16. accepts students' linens and
Only one-fourth of the about one-half of the students
students were using the enrolled use the service,
service then, but all were still according to one source there.
paying for it.
The laundry here is a selfThe next year, no laundry supporting operation and all
service was available to the
departments
which
students and the number of subscribe to the service are
full-time employees was charged by the school.
reduced to four.
During the summer, work
Coin-operated washers and becomes more hectic because
dryers have been installed the school provides linens to
and maintained in all of the the orientation groups and to
summer conference housing,
residence halls.
If, however, the service had according to Merck. .
Some of the other departbeen continued, at least
$100,000 would have been ments which use the service
needed for simple expansion are the Print Shop, Student
of the facilities because of the Health Center, Anthonygrowing campus population. Seeger Campus School, Home
Warren
"The cost would have been Economics,
Union,
Food
spread around to all of the University
students as a rate increase, Service and Maintenance.
"The rationale behind the
and there would be those
paying who weren't'using the changes in the laundry service
service," according to Merck. over the years has been to
The service was discon- benefit the students. We've
tinued because of the com- adopted the pay as you go type
Baints from some students. of approach as the best,"
By TERESA CAVINESS
The
possibility
of
reestablishing
a
student
laundry service is slim at this
point because of the lack of
space and employees, according to William Merck,
assistant vice president of
business affairs.
Since the service was
discontinued in 1978-79 the
employees and work space
involved with James Madison
University laundry has been
reduced. *
•
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LoansAssistance available for short4erm financial obligations
The Donald E. Gardner
Memorial Loan Fund, a short
term loan program, is now
operational, after a two-year
planning period.
The loan is designed to
assist students who have short
term financial obligations.
Students must be currently
enrolled, degree seeking,
graduate or undergraduate,
full or part-time (with at least
six hours of course work) and
maintaining a minimum
cumulative
grade
point
average of 2.0. Faculty and
staff may not participate in
this program.
The program was de veiopea
by a committee consisting of
the Student Government
Association president and
several
university
administrators. The committee
recommendationswere
presented to the Financial Aid
Advisory Committee and Dr.
Carrier for approval.
Gardner,
who
died
November 29, 1979, was
Comptroller at JMU for nine
years.
Students may borrow only

four loans during their
enrollment at JMU. In addition, students may have only
one loan from the fund outstanding at a time.
Eligible students may have
ho outstanding, delinquent or

est debts, including tuition,
:s, returned checks, parking
fines, etc., to the university or
an outstanding emergency
loan through the Office of
Student Affairs.
All student borrowers must

*Keys

be able to demonstrate and
document some evidence of a
means to repay the loan,
which can be in the amount or
$200, $300, $400, $500 or $800.
Interested students must
schedule an appointment with
either the director or assistant
director of Financial Aid to

discuss the program. The
Financial Aid Office is located
on the third floor of Varner
House. Should a student be
approved for a loan through
this program, a five day
processing period must be
allowed from date of application to receipt of check.

A&P

(Continued from Page 1)
police kept a careful watch on
the dorm. They found no
evidence that anyone was
using the missing key.
Cnder estimated that if the
lock change had been completed, it would have cost
about 136 man hours and as
much as $170 in material.
Last year a Gifford Hall
Master key was lost. Crider
spent two weeks rekeying
every lock in Gifford so that
the old building master key
wouldn't fit. In this case, it
was not necessary to recut

individual room keys.
There is no set charge for an
individual responsible for
losing a master key, however,
the individual is usually
assesed a fee to help cover the
cost of rekeying the building,
Crider said.
Residence hall front door
and individual room keys are
lost more often. Every time
one is reported missing, the
lock is changed. According to
Crider, the $5 charged for the
lost room key is equal to what
it costs to change the lock.

Pepsi Cola 8 pk,

1.09
plus deposit

Schlitz 6 pk.

1.99

Ann Page Peanut Butter 48 oz. 2.49
Ann Page Strawberry Preserves
16 oz. .89
,79

A&P Snack Crackers
Heinz Tomato Ketchup 44 Oz.,

f.39

Heinz Kosher or Genuine Dills

32 oz. .89
Pet Ritz Cream Pies

14 oz. .69

A&P Yogurt, Fruit on bottom

8 oz. .37
A&P Homogenized Milk 1 gal. 1.79
London Broil lb.

2.49

Full cut Round Steak, Bone in lb, .

1.79
..

Top Round Steak lb.

2.49

Whole Top Round 20/24 avg. lb.

1.99

.'■■".

Ground Beef Chubs 5 lb.

1.49

*

To soar like an eeale... free, every
mans dream. So you 90 tor It
Making the most of now.
Fromtheltte you live to the beer you
drink. And since 1849, the beer that
makes the most out of life is Schlitz.

Gofor Hi

9

Assorted Pork Chops lb.

1.19

Jamestown Sliced Bacon lb.

.99

Pineapples

88

<*w ScMte
Schtitz makes it great
areat

Imported Seedless Grapes

1 .1 1 " t' ■ 1 ■ * 1 * 1 * 1 r •

I
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lb. 1.28
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Students frequent pubs; learn British culture
the most friendly people we've
met.
Americans,
we've
discovered, are thought of as
very gullible and quite loud
and overbearing.
Of course, there are exceptions with the British
people, for if the city is interesting, the people are
doubly so.

In mid-January, ten of us
rented two cars and drove
along the southwest coast of
England with the help of four
books provided by the snackshop couple. Unfortunately,
they did not recommend the
route we took but we enjoyed
it and they enjoyed listening to
our stories Monday morning.

©MOOIM

Our favorite people are a
couple who run a small sandwich shop next to our
classroom. On Mondays,
classes last from 9 a.m. until 5
p.m. during which there is no
time to go back to the hotel for
lunch. We take our break in
the shop, usually eating a
decent lunch for under 50
pence (approximately $1.10).
As we eat, we listen to the
couple regale us with
descriptions of places to go
and things to see in Britain.

By JULIE SUMMERS
London is a strange and
interesting city. The British
and Americans may speak the
same language, but the
similarity seems to end there.
For most of us, contact with
British students has been
practically nonexistent. And
the British themselves, or
rather the Londoners, are not

Our trip that weekend took
us to the countryside which all
of us were sorely missing.
Trips provided by JMU to
Oxford, Canterbury and
Stratford-Upon-Avon
had
given us a taste of how
beautiful Britain is and we
relished the flavor of majestic
Leeds Castle, the White Cliffs
of Dover and rocky Brighton
Beach.
We did meet many interesting people on our trip.

>OF HOT, THIWLY SLICED PRIME RIB 0W A
SESAME SEED BUW. A4EAT 80 GOOD YOU
WOM'T MEED A SAUCt. MELTED CHEESE 15* EXTRA

Slims Rib Sandwich
WITH SALAD FROM OUfc 3ALAD BAR AHO
FREAJCH PRIES $3.99

WITH FRENCH FRIES ONLY $2.99
WITH SALAD BAR ONLY $3.A9 SAA/DWICH ONLY $2.49

Senior Mike Augsburger spent in pubs; you rarely find
one evening in a pub in
groups of people discussing
Hastings with a tran- anything
But political
scontinental truck driver who discussionselse.
are
not a good
drives from London to idea for Americans
to get into
Istanbul in three weeks. And I as Junior Delos Willmore has
got a free tour of Dover Castle learned The British have
from a little man and his dog definite
impressions
of
who have spent everyday in Americans and
are
convinced
the castle for more than 10 that a group of people who'd
years.
elect Jimmy Carter aren't too
The pubs are the best places smart. Attempts to argue that
to meet people because it
point are usually shouted
seems that every Briton down.
frequents a pub sometime
Studying in London is not
during the day. Pubs ooen at
11:30 a.m. and serve beer and like studying at JMU. There
"pub grub" until 3 p.m., then have been few complaints
close and reopen again at 5:30 here though. We attend
for beer drinkers. Un- classes two days a week and
fortunately, the pubs close at go on field trips the rest of the
11 p.m., a hard fact of life in time.
London that we are slowly
At the start of the semester,
adjusting to.
any spare moment we bad, we
We've cultivated pub- walked around London. By the
regulars in our group, the end of the week I had to buy
leader of whom is director Dr. new shoes and Junior Jim
Roger Hall who is attempting Watkins became so adept with
to sample as much of the a map, he became our unof"grub" as possible. According ficial tour guide.
to Hall, the best way to get to
In that first week, most of us
know Britain is to frequent a saw
Buckingham Palace, Big
pub.
Ben, Parliament, walked
The pubs are fascinating
along the Thames, explored
places to learn about British
the Tower of London, visited
culture. For instance, in
St. Paul's Cathedral and took
Britain a man may order a pilgrimage to Canterbury,
whatever he likes in a pub, but
among other things.
a woman should not order
Though our pace has slowed
anything larger than a halfsomewhat, we continue to
pint One former Californian
learn and discover new
who said he has lived in
Sices. I'll* keep you posted
Britain for 10 years told Senior
t until then letters to the
Missy Shaw that a girl who
author and fellow Londoners
orders a pint is either "a butch
are greatly appreciated!
or weighs two stone."
Arran House Hotel
77Gower St.
Political discussions abound
London WCI England

FOREIGN

DOMESTIC

CUSTOM
A UTO REPAIR

182 Patterson St (near JMU)
it ft it

BYS

434-7133
ft

ft

ft

GET READY FOR WINTER]

HARRISONB
OlfBURG

Introductory Prfce

9oz. Prime Rib

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

New York Style Pizza

Swvtd from Madium Ram to Wall Dona

• Best Prices in Town*
-Large

"

Available
5-10 Dairy

Medium

Small

Cheese
■ -4.
1.50—
1 Topping
—4.73
—4.25—
2 Toppings — -6.50— —6.00-i
3 Toppings (or more)

2.75
3.25
S.75
4.25

.55 a slice (plus .15 a topping)
STEAK SUBS 11.70 plus extra for topping

Food so good!
•Served Covered with Au Jus Sauce
•Baked Potato or French Fries
•Toasted Grecian Bread
•Salad Bar

50* Off Any Pizza with coupon
Offer expires Feb. 29
CIBO*8 EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
Tuesday-Tburs. 11:00 - Midnight
Friday -Saturday It Monday 11:00 -Ism
.
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Long-distance romance prevalent at JMU
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Long distance love can
work, according to surveyed
James Madison University
students, and most have had
the experience to prove it.
Of ISO informally polled
students (75 men and 75
women), k» have been involved in a romance that
spanned a distance. The
results showed an almost
equal distribution between
men and women, since 55
women and 54 men had experienced
long
distance
relationships.
These students are optimistic about the success of
their experience, since 101
believe long distance romance
can work. Women are only
slightly more optimistic than
men, as 53 reacted favorably

toward long distance love.
A much smaller minority of
48 are now dating someone
who attends another college or
university; the majority of
them are females.

GO FOR IT!
Schlitz Makes It Great
Schlitz: The Beer
For the 80V

sense of security has a lot to
do with it."
"If love is there, distance
really does
make
the
relationship grow," another
added.
"They mean a lot if you can
take the time and patience to
keep it alive," another said.

"Too much distance just
makes it impractical and
causes college life in general
to be difficult for both parties,'' one added, while
another stated, "It is so diffcult to keep a long distance
relationship because letters
can't do what seeing a person
does. For some it will work.
For others it will not."

OTHER

STUDENTS

ex-

'Call after 11 o 'clock -It's cheaper1
"Letters will not substitute
for real contact. Physical
distances
make
communication difficult, if not
impossible, for real heart to
heart communication which is
essential to a real strong
relationship," one student
said.

pressed negative attitudes
toward distant love.
"Distance makes the heart
go yonder, closeness makes
the heart grow fonder," said
one female opposed to long
distance relationships.
Surveyed students offered a
number of hints regarding
long distance romances.

UPON ENTERING college
as freshmen, 98 were bound to
hometown loves, but 81 of
these matches have since
broken up.
According to survey results,
break-ups occurred within a
year for a majority of the
students.
Of those students involved
in long distance romance, a
large percentage believe
distance has had a definite
affect on their relationship.
"A long distance romance
doesn't depend on distance, it
depends on people," one
surveyed student replied. "A

"WE HAVE new tonics to
argue such as phone bills and
who have you been dating,"
one student noted. "It also
escalates physical attraction
when we see each other we're
quicker in bed than we are to
talk."
"Many things can make or
break a relationship—the
sincerity of the couple involved, their commitment to
each other, and how often you
get together," another student
commented.
One student summed up his
feelings on long distance love:
"Call after 11 o'clock," be
concluded, it's cheaper."

THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
ROARD PRESENTS:

THE
TOMMY DORSET
ORCHESTRA
Mon. March 10,-1980
at 8:00 pm
in the G/S Theatre
Tickets on sale now at
the UPB box office

reserved seats
$3.00 JAAU ID
$5.00 public
BUDDY MORROW- Conductor

...
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Announcementg
Budget deadline

HIGH PERFORMANCE

Deadline
for
any
organisation that need Front
end budgeting from the SGA is
March 17. Hearings will start
Aprils.

Auditions
Auditions for The Father,
the second main stage
production of the semester,
will be held form 7-10 p.m.,
March 10, in the WUU
Ballroom and from 7-10 p.m.,
March 11, in the Wine-Price
Auditorium, Callbacks will be
held March 30. Those who are
unable to attend the earlier
sessions are encouraged to
attend this session Scripts
will be available in the
Theatre
office
behind
Wampler Building.

FOR KEEPS

Wiser talks
WMRA's weekly talk show,
"News and Views," will
present a discussion with local
C.P.A., Bob Houston will be
talking with host Elliott Wiser
about Houston about completing and filing your 1980 tax
returns.

Do ughtnut sale
Phi Beta Lamba will be
selling doughnuts from 8:3011:00 a.m., March 11-13, in
Harrison Annex.

PBL meeting
There will be a regular
meeting of Phi Beta Lamba at
6:00 p.m., March 13, in
Harrison A205. There will be a
guest speaker. Please come.

•SGArA —Pioneer FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Model SX680. Power output of 30 watts per
channel minimum RMS at 8 ohms, from 2020,000 HZ, with no more than 0.1 % total
harmonic distortion. Direct readout left and
right channel power meters, tuning meter,
tape monitor, and stereo headphone jack. FM
signal to noise ratio: 80 dB (mono), 70 dB
(stereo)..
959014EUXT*7*3 16987
$300.00
B — Pioneer Four-Way Speaker System Model
HPM100. Features a 12" cone woofer, 4" cone
midrange, 1V* " cone tweeter and super
tweeter. Up to 200 watts RMS/channel
capability. Walnut veneer. 26 3/8" high.
932361EUX21946 17983.. .. (each) $350.00

\

C — Pioneer Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby
NR Model CTF500. Features accurate audio
reproduction. DC servo control motor, automatic shut-off, permalloy heads. Signal to
noise 64 dB (Dolby NR). Wow and flutter.
0.05% (WRMS).
959049EUX T3764J 2497
$195.00
Rilirami rotaill or* a guido to lh« rono» ol lull r otoil tilling
pricot ot d»par(nun t storm ond Other non-diicoonl tailors
throughout tho markolt w« MI*« Further information on rotor
anca rotoilt and comoaroiiv• pricing con bo lound at any Mttt
Product! ihowroom or in our catalog

D —TDK 90-Minute Normal Bias Cassette
Tape Model DC90. Low noise, high output and
broad dynamic range.
941352ETK224 147
$3.09
E — Pioneer "Microprocessor" 3-Head Cassette Deck Model CTF950. Features 2-motor
DC servo operation. Electronically-controlled
memory stop/play and feather touch switch.
Fluroscan metering, metal tape capability,
4-step tape selector. Signal to noise: 69 dB
(Dolby NR). Wow and flutter: 0.04% (WRMS).
920339EUX46947 41983
$595.00
F — Pioneer Auto-Return Direct Drive Turntable Model PL200. Features quiet DC motor,
auto shutoff, anti-feedback cabinet and coaxial suspension. Wow/flutter: 0.025%
(WRMS), signal to noise ratio: 75 dB (Din B).
900230EUXT2987. 11483
$149.00

BEST
special
Best specials
expire: March 8, 1980.

IN ORDER TO ASSURE THE FAIR DISTRIBUTION Of ME KHAN
DISE. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY PURCHASES

PER CUSTOMER.

many incrodibU valuot »uch at that* In th« Bast February Sal* Catalog, a (001011119 of the hundreds of brand nam*
Itomt foaturod at last Products.

SM

Best Products Co, Inc.
Rt 29 N and Rio Rd.
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10*
Phone 973-1311

7.Y.Y.Y.V.Y.Y.V.Y.\Y

BEST

(Continued from Page 2)
requesting front-end
budgeting by the SGA.
The contingency account
contains $6,584, Bolander
reported, adding that the
$1,000 for the used booksale
held in January was replaced
into the fund out of booksale
receipts.
UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS
and Grounds will construct a
mulch or gravel walkway
from Greek Row to the Port
Republic parking lot this
spring, as well as a sidewalk
from the lot to the intersection, reported Buildings
and Grounds Committee
Chairman Steve Snead
Snead added that Buildings
and Grounds also will
reconstruct
the
area
surrounding television station
WVPT this summer.
Three new proposals were
presented and sent to committees for consideration.
C.R. Suddith proposed that
the SGA finance 50 percent of
the campaign expenses for
SGA ana Honor Council officer candidates.
Gail LeRoy proposed a
spare typewriter be purchased and placed in reserve
for the Warren University
Union student typing room.
A proposal that locks be
installed
on
adjoining
bathroom doors hi Hoffman
Hall was proposed by Steve
Snead.
In Wednesday's Executive
Council meeting, officers
approved an amendment to
the bylaws permitting student
organizations to select their
own replacement senators.
Also approved was the $650
allocation to Circle K, and the
elimination of the $400
psrhmentarian
salaryeffective in the fa 11.

V
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StowlTakw
A brief look at what's happening around the nation, around the world
Death threats

y

CHARLOTTE8VILLE (AP) - The University
of Virginia says a black woman has denied she
quit as a candidate in student government
elections because of death threats.
William Fishback, a spokesman for the
university, said Tuesday sophomore Karen
Rose of Washington, DC, told the dean of
students she had received no threatening
telephone calls.
Ms. Rose withdrew from the election last
week, saying she did not have the time
demanded by the College of Arts and Sciences'
vice presidential race.
The student newspaper, the Cavalier Daily
had quoted Ms. Rose's running mate—Ron
Suskind— as saying she had told him the real
reason she withdrew was because of
anonymous callers who called her "a nigger
bitch" and threatened to kill her.

Elvis wine
ROANOKE (AP) • Elvis lives on with his fans
and for those who drink, there's an imported
Italian wine being made available with his
image on the label.
Elvis Presley wine has come to Virginiacheering some, making- others wary and
confounding others. The Elvis wine, said
George Morehead, wine sales manager for
Roanoke Distributing Co. Inc., is part of a
"limited edition" being distributed in this
country.
The company has 7,200 bottles "between
Roanoke and Richmond." he said, of which
•bout half will be available. Morehead said the
Presley wine no doubt is being sold as a
collectors' item, but that it's "pretty durn
good, too."

mmmm^mnm.

Soviet retaliation
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet Union
bombed two Afghanistan villages lor two days
this month in retaliation for members of an
Afghan army regiment killing 13 Soviet advisers in their sleep and defecting to the insurgents, intelligence sources say.
The incident occured north of Jalalabad and
was one of the few rumored attacks on Soviets
troops that sources in Washington have been
able to confirm.
The bombing in Laghman Province killed
about 80 persons, the sources said Tuesday, but
the Afghan army deserters escaped without
casualties.
The sources, who asked not to be identified,
said they did not know how the Soviet advisers
were killed. The sources said the Soviets were
attacked Feb. 15, and the bombardment on the
two towns where the regiment was stationed
occurred about 10 days ago.
They said various reports indicate 150
Soviets have been killed by Afghan regulars,
primarily while deserting, but that some of
these reports "may be self-serving."
The Carter administration has estimated
there are 70,000 Soviet troops in Afghanistan,
with an 30,000 more stationed just across the
Soviet border.
The report of the attack followed disclosure
of a U.S. diplomatic effort officials here hope
could lead to a resolution of the Afghanistan
situation.
President Carter, in an approach made
public Tuesday, has offered to Join a multinational guarantee of Afghanistan's neutrality
if that would produce a Soviet troop withdrawal.
There have been no indications the Soviet
Union is signaling any interest in working out a
S)lomatic end to its occupation of
ghanistan.

Jimmy Buffett

North Anna ready
RICHMOND (AP) - Virginia Electric & Power
Co. says it could receive permission by the end
of March to fire up its North Anna 2 nuclear
unit for testing.
NRC Chairman John F. Ahearne told
Congress Tuesday the moratorium on licensing nuclear plants could end in a few days,
when the NRC may grant an interim operating
license to the Tennessee Valley Authority's
Sequoyah Unit No. 1 near Chattanooga.
North Anna 2 is next on the commission's list
for licensure, Ahearne said. In all, he said, 14
new nuclear plants could be put into operation
this year.
The unit is one of four Vepco has completed
or has under construction at the North Anna
site in Louisa County. North Anna 1 has been
on the line since June 1978, with occasional
shutdowns.

V

Gas tax
RICHMOND (AP) - The 1980 Virginia
General Assembly finally will get a chance to
act on the isscue of whether Virginia motorists
should pay a higher gasoline tax.
The House Finance Committee, which
refused by a 10-10 vote Monday to send a 2cents-a-gallon tax increase bill to the house,
reversed itself Wednesday and approved an
identical bill 134, with one abstention.
It would increase the state gas tax to 11 cents
a gallon. Trucks would continue paying an
extra two cents a gallon as a road user tax.
The 2-cent increase would generate about $60
million a year for highway construction. If the
House passes it and the Senate concurs, it
would be a partial victory for Gov. John
Dal ton
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Record Collecting
Doing what you were doing anyway, for fun and profit
By BRYAN POWELL
He rises at six Saturday morning for a 140 mile
drive, so that he will be one of the first people at the
convention. In the course of the day, he will thumb
through thousands of old, used items, and perhaps
find only seven or eight which be likes. He will meet
with others at the convention to talk about their
similar interests and trade addresses, information,
and "want lists." During the return drive, he will
marvel at what a successful trip it has been.
So goes the life of a record collector.
While retail record sales have dipped sharply of
late, the hobby of record collecting has boomed.
Every weekend at record conventions all over the
United States, record collectors and dealers
congregate to buy, sell, and trade an endless variety
of records. Record collector's magazines, the most
notable of which is "Goldmine ", provide collectors
with a common marketplace for making transactions The publishers of the "Osborne Hamilton
Record Price Guide" are now in the process of
producing the sixth price guide in a series which has
become the standard for record collector's price
setting (in fact, most of the prices quoted in this
article came from one of those guides).
When I took that 140 mile drive to Richmond at six.
it was my first major step into serious record
collecting. That has since led to transactions with
collectors and companies in every corner of the
United States-California, Idaho, New York, Florida,
Connecticut, Texas, and New Jersey-as well as
Great Britain and Canada. This takes on great
significance when one considers that I am only a
relatively small scale collector-it shows that this
hobby has gained absolute worldwide acceptance and
response. During this time, I have amassed a large
quantity of album and "45" collectors items (Chuck
Berry being my favorite) and have come to understand and appreciate record collecting more than
ever before.
In discussing this topic, it becomes necessary to
attempt to define what a record collector is. Certainly
everyone who owns a record is not a record collector;
your typical high school student who walks into
Musicland and buys something disco like a Village
People album or a production by Leif Garrett
wouldn't actually be considered a serious record
collector. No, record collecting involves much moreit can be at once time consuming, expensive, and
unnecessary in the view of those not involved;
however, it can actually reap great benefits, both in
terms of enjoyment and finances (if handled
properly).
COLLECTORS get together, at record conventions
and by other means, to advance their collections and
share common interests with other collectors and

traders. As with anything else, a major aspect of this
hobby is the sense of community which develops
when dealing with people who share similar interests. Record collectors also enjoy searching for,
and hopefully finding, unique, desirable items,
perhaps even some small piece of history. This
challenge is the most important aspect of this hobbyif it was easy, it undoubtably wouldn't be nearly so
interesting.
For example, the album "Introducing the Beatles"
(Vee Jay 1082), has approximate values ranging
from $15 to $135, depending upon which issue it is,
whether it is mono or stereo, and other variations.
Chuck Berry's original albums are all worth over $20,
but later pressings are one third of that, or about
seven dollars. This stems from the fact that most
collectors seek the original copy of any given record.
Many other factors contribute to the price values of
a record. Two major factors which contribute to a
record's value (brace yourself, this sounds like
economics) are scarcity and demand. Scarcity, or
rarity, simply involves the quantity of copies
released of any given record. For example,
"Frampton Comes Alive!", which sold over thirteen
million copies, will probably never be rare. The
availability of a record indeed influences on its
value; so is demand, which relates to the popularity
of an artist. If a performer is popular then his records
will be more sought after than those of a less wellliked performer. The more a record is sought, the
more it will cost.
A final essential factor to mention is the importance of the record's condition. For a record to be
valuable to collectors, or anyone, for that matter, the
record and its cover must be preserved in the best
condition possible. Record collectors have a standard
grading system which categorizes records as either
mint, very good, good, fair , or poor. This grading
system is almost universal.
The value of a record is reduced 50 to 75 percent if it
is in less than very good condition. Obviously, a
record which combines scarcity, demand, ana excellent condition will be extremely valuable.
There is an endless variety of sources for collectors
to look into when searching for hard-to-find records.
Retail stores, like Harrisonburg's Musicland and
Blue Mountain Records, do fairly well, but collectors
must also consider used record shops (or even yard
sales), the aforementioned Goldmine magazine (the
ultimate source), mail order houses, and other
private collectors. Many private collectors can be
reached at record conventions, through an extensive
directory which is in each of the price guides, or
through Goldmine magazine. Ordering through the
mail, either through mail order outlets or private
collectors, is surprisingly safe and hassle free.

Private collectors in particular seem to have a
common trust which, for whatever reason, is rarely
betrayed. In looking for hard-to-find items, it also
pays to write to record companies for information or
catalogs, since many records unavailable at stores
may still be obtained through the manufacturer
directly. When a collector employs all of these
possible sources, and has a little patience, he can find
ALMOST anything.
As previously mentioned, two of the most important aspects of the hobby of record collecting are
the challenge of finding hard-to-get, unusual records
and the comraderie which exists between collectors.
These factors, when combined with the intangible
magnetism of Elvis Presley, and the endless amount
of Presley material recorded, have spawned an
occurence which could aptly be called "the Elvis
phenomenon."
As previously mentioned, two of the most important aspects of the hobby of record collecting are
the challenge of finding hard-tfrget, unusual records
and the comraderie which exists between collectors.
These factors, when combined with the intangible
magnetism of Elvis Presley, and the endless amount
of Presley material recorded, have spawned an
occurence which could aptly be called "the Elvis
phenomenon."
PARTICULARLY since his death in 1977, Elvis
Presley record collecting has become the major
factor in this field. Consequently, incredible quantities of previously unissued material from
throughout Presley's illustrious history have been
released on a countless number of labels. Presley's
releases on the RCA label, especially the "EPs"
(seven inch 45's usually «wrf^<nf^g four songs) have
become very valuable. Prices on some of the more
unique Elvis EPs reach $800. Promotional issues, as
well as the original Elvis releases on the Sun label,
are also extremely valuable.
The roost valuable Presley record, and indeed the
most valuable record in the world, is an Elvis interview EP issued by TV Guide in I960, its estimated
value being $3500. It quickly becomes obvious, from a .
practical and financial standpoint, that it Is impossible to have an absolutely complete Elvis
collection. Following the Elvis craze in terms of
demand are the Beatles, whose records range in
value up to $500. Of course, most carry considerably
lower price tags. Bey one these artists, no one is close
PROSPECTIVE collectors certainly shouldn't be
discouraged by these awesome, tremendous numbers, for they are at the most costly end of the price
spectrum. Most record values fall into a much more
reasonable range. Also, records which are now
(Continued on Page 15)
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Larry Clark

Photography focusing
9
on the 'raw edge of life
By SUSAN TERPAY
At
14-years
old,
photographer Larry Clark
was working with his parents
inthe 'Iddnapping" business.
For $10.95 a session, he would
convince wives to let him take
baby portraits while their
husbands were at work.
By 15, he was on his own,
doing baby pictures as a sidehabit to support the drug
habit he and his friends
shared in Tuba, Oklahoma.
He quit taking baby pictures
in the early 80s and quit taking
drugs in 1977 after a 19-month
term in jail.
Today, the memories of
those years of shooting amphetamines with his friends
are photographically
preserved in the
book.'Tulsa."
THE NEW IMAGE gallery
in Zirkle House is currently
displaying 10. photographs
from Tulsa.
The book is a highly
emotional
collection
of
photographs by Clark taken
during 10 years which reveals
the story of a handful of
teenagers
from
Middle
America
who
reject
traditional values for the drug
culture.
The introduction to the book
is posted on the wall of the
gallery, it reads: "i was born
in tulsa Oklahoma in 1943.
when i was 16 i started
shooting amphetamine, i shot
every day for three years.

once the needle goes in it
never comes out."
The photos follow the
decline of the group as each
member
changes
dramatically. Eventually the
photos become an epitaph—
when the last of them were
taken, most of the people were
dead.
Clark's use of black and
white
creates
dramatic
photos. A powerful photo that

present seem too harsh to be
real. The viewer wants to look
away because the messages
are indeed too clear.
The photos reflect the
turbulent 60s era. One photo
has a long-haired youth
aiming a gun with part of the
American flag shown behind
him. Clark brings the "raw
edge of life" into sharp focus.
In the collection of photos,
Clark seeks to fulfill the

'Once the needle goe$ in,
it never come* out.'
appears on the cover of Tulsa
shows Billy Mann, one of
Clark's closest friends, sitting
bare-chested
holding
a
chrome-plated pistol in one
hand pondering its use, is
dramatized by high black and
white contrast.
A GRAINY PHOTOGRAPH
of a
pregnant woman
"shooting up" is later
followed by the haunting and
clearly distinct photo of a
minister bending over the
casket of baby lying in a
coffin.
The photos show subjects
most people like to ignore—
guns, drug addiction, sex,
death. Moving from photo to
photo, the viewer feels closed
in. The striking scenes they

eternal quest of the artist—be
it a writer, sculptor, painter,
photographer—to make the
viewer see what the artist
sees, to have empathy for
what he feels.
And Clark succeeds. Gene
Thorton in The New York
Times writes that the photos
represent
a
"harrowing
journey through hell into
pictures of a disturbingly cool
and impersonal clarity that
linger on in the mind long
after the book is closed."

THIS PHOTOGRAPH Is from the cover of "Tulsa." The caption
reads: Billy Mann, dead 1979.
message is a social comment,
possibly so strong that Tulsa s
complete set of 45 pictures
was on display in its entirity
for the first time at the Robert

PERHAPS A parallel to
Tulsa, in 42nd Street Clark is
observing a new group of
teenagers in a new decade.
He goes to watch the

'Clark ha* the ability to make u$ remember hie photograph* in
the resonant way he remember* a particular time and place,'
CLARK'S PHOTOGRAPHY
began with making baby
pictures with his parents. He
went to art school, but found
he
didn't
enjoy
art
photography. It was at this
time that he realized a
photograph of someone can
become "more than just a
snapshot"
A theatre photographer
taught him how shooting into
the light source created
dramatic effects. Clark works
in black and white because of
its dramatic potential.
Drama is an exclusive
element in Clark's work
because it is with dramatic
flair that he dictates his
message to the world. The

Freidus Gallery in New York
in Fall '79.
Tulsa's social comment to
the world was provocative.
When it was published in 1971,
2,700 copies were printed, but
a law suit limited the edition.
Originally the book sold for $5.
Today, if you could find a copy
it would cost from $150-$200
depending on its condition.
Currently, Clark is working
on a new project. Near his
Manhattan apartment, he is
following the street life of 12,13-, 14- and 15-year-olds as
they grow and change for a
book to be called "42.«.
Street."

children almost at 10 p.m.
daily to take pictures. Clark
may add taped interviews to
the pictures.
Owen Edwards in the
magazine American
Photographer says "Clark has
the ability to make us
remember his photographs in
the
resonant
way
he
remembers a particular time
and place. It is a formidable
power."
It is that power to condense
ideas, emotions, reality into
dramatic
personal
photographs that has heralded
Larry Clark's Tulsa as Gene
Thorton describes "one_of the,,
A ¥e1fievements»«L!
temporary
photogrtaphy."

Artworks Gallery hosts
"rra

LARRY CLARK'S "Talsa," now on display at New Image
Gallery, coaceras the lives of several Junkies In that town during
the early I97t's. Shown here Is the funeral for the child of one
couple, who died during infancy.
•
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Bv LAVRA MOUNU3
"Drawing and Sculpture" is
the theme of the art show now
being shown in the Artworks
Gallery in Zirkle House Feb.
24-28 and March 10-13.
"The show consists of basic
problems that students are
given in art classes such as
elementary drawing and
sculpture,
commented
Marguerita Hagan, coordinator of the show.
Featured in the show is
Mark Pascal, a sophomore art
major from Delaware who has
a concentration in sculpture.
His pieces in the show are
"Jay," a realistic sculpture;
"Hydrostone," and.abstract
sculpture; "Self Portrait," in

chalk; and "Scissors" and
"Paper," done in gouache.
Pascal likes the sculpture,
"Jay,"
better
than
"Hydrostone." "Jay is an
excellent realistic sculpture,
and the details of the hair and
facial features are very interesting. "I'd rather be good
at abstract art rather than
realism because it is so much
harder to do," Pascal said.
He did "Self Portrait" in a
beginning drawing class last
semester. "Self portraits
make you look at yourself
more, which tends to make
you look at other things
harder," added Pascal. . . .
"Scissors" and "Paper"
were drawings of. exactly

what their titles describe, and
the tiny detail in both pieces
are well done. "Doing these
works was tedious and I like
doing
that
sometimes,"
Pascal said.
Pascal is currently doing
individual study in sculpture.
He hopes to get a Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree and also a
teaching certificate, but he
would much rather do
sculpture than teach. "If I
can't sell my work, I'll always
have a paycheck with a
teaching position."
Artworks is open MondayThursday, J2-5 p.m., and
Sunday, .4* p,mr
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Paul Geremia plays WUU
By MIKE SHUTTY
Spiced with a little bit of
history, a few political
anecdotes, and some media
oriented jokes, Paul Geremia
Sayed his blend of old country
lies and folk tunes to the
Cener Attic last Tuesday night
before a small but receptive
crowd.
From the onset, Geremia
revived the spirit of the Old
South with his stylistic approach to the forgotten
ragtime numbers of the Scott
Joplin era, reminiscent of the
sticky Bourbon Street joints
with big propeller fans
whirling overhead. His broad
smile and good natured laugh
furthered the warmth and
soulfulness of his blues—it
was a pleasanst atmosphere,
relaxed and entertaining.
Switching between his old
heavy-guaged acoustic and
weathered 12-string set bottleneck, Geremia displayed a
vast repertoire of rural blues
tunes ranging from the gandy
dancer work songs of Blind
Willie Johnson to One intricate
12-bar manipulations of early
'20s iazzer Percy Mayfield.
^—-Vlt s the elements which are
involved which makes the

blues so attractive to me,"
Geremia explained. "It's got
syncopation, and you can
finger pick it. There's some
ragtime elements of boogie
woogie piano music, elements
of iazz; it's the kind of music
which is very flexible in terms
of what influenced it," he
continued. "It's actually a
very epileptic kind of thing to
perform—all country blues is
very varied. This is why it
appeals to me."
GEREMIA PLAYED with
deliberate harshness like his
black predecessors, combining
heavy
rhythmic
dampening and string slapping bass lines with quick
chord inversions and bluesy
doubled stops. It was lighthearted music interwoven
with emotional lyrics of love
and loss—such is the blues.
Often comical, the words
echoed the simple mindedness
of farm living in a bygone era:
If ya see my plgmeat honey
Ask her to harry home
Some low down poor old hog
Stray my sowbelly from
home

"When 1 sing the blues,"
Geremia explained. "I'm not
trying to be an old blues singer
or play that role; it's not a
stage routine. I'm performing
it as I feel it: it's me."
In typical bhtesmen genre,
Geremia would bend out some
sobbing passages on the
harmonica while sliding an
old and greened brass piece
against the neck of his 12string guitar. In between licks
he would cry out gruffly in
psuedo-agony
about
the
"wrongs* life has inflicted
upon on him. Imprecise and
unpolished, he was convincing
as a traditional bhiesman
although at times he seemed a
little too relaxed—one time
stopping in the middle of a
song to scratch his neck.
A northerner by birth, oddly
enough, Paul Geremia attributes his blues influences to
the Newport folk festivals. "I
really didn't get turned on to
country blues till about '63;
Mississippi John Hurt was the
first black blues singer I ever
heard, picking guitar right in
front of my eyes and singing.
That started a whole sequence
of stuff, getting turned on to
old time music—stuff that I
had never heard before. No
one had ever heard of it before
except record collectors," he
laughed. "I had a chance to
hear these guys when they
were brought back to the
stage, before they passed
away—they're
practically all
gone now,'1 Geremia recalled.
Despite
its
limited
popularity,, the old country
blues still lives for a small
appreciative population—this
was highly evident by the
enthusiastic applause which
Geremia received thorughout
the night from his tiny cluster
of followers last Tuesday.

Ptwto by Bill Tarmg^o

Paul Geremia

'The Chalk Garden
to run in Wampler
By SUE FITCH
In the experimental theater,
the audience's imagination is
teased, stretched, and fulfilled
to the utmost. That's what this
spring's production of "The
Chalk Garden" in Wampler
hopes to do. The student
players will be using their
acting techniques to captivate
the audience with minimal
stage props and costumes.
The viewer's imagination fills
in the gaps absent props leave
out. This style allows for
extreme
audience
participation.
Robin Jackson, a JMU
theater major, is directing
"The Chalk Garden." The
show is entirely student
produced.
"The Chalk Garden' is
something I've been dying to
do for over a year," Jackson
said, "It's a beautiful, moving
story and I think it has a real
message to tell. It's something
I'd like to get across to
people."
The story concerns the
trials of and tribulations of a
British
governess.
The
governess, Madrigal, sees a
mirror of herself in her young
charge, Laurel. The plot
thickens as Laurel tries to find

Artflle

'Shot Dog Film9
GOLDEN COLORADO"Shot Dog Film," which
shocked hundreds of New York City cable T.V. viewers
Christmas morning with what is allegedly the portrayal
of an actual killing of a small black and white dog, has
sent a hoarde of animal lovers in pursuit of film-maker
Tom Otterness.
In Sacramento, California, alerted by members who
had been confused by existing news reports. The Animal
Protection Institute and the California Humane
Educators Council tracked back on the case and
discovered that though Otterness can't be found, the
posse is getting larger day by day.
The posse also has an idea on what to do when it catches Otterness. They will seek extradition of the film
producer to Colorado, claiming mat he obtained the dog
from an animal shelter in Golden, Colorado, and had
signed a contract, promising to be a responsible pet
owner.
Eric Plaza, director of humane law enforcement for
the AS PC A. in New York, told API's investigator that
charges of unjustifiably killing an animalwill be
brought if Otterness's own published statements that be
personally attended to the killing, as well as the filming,
in "The Shot Dog Film" can be corroborated.
Viewers who saw the documentary on Manhattan
Cable TV, which allegedly hadn't previewed the film and
didn't know the contents when it ran the documentary on
Christmas Day have claimed that the dog-killing is
shown again and again in the course of the film.
The New York Post reported that the film sprang from
the Punk Art movement and may have been filmed
approximately two years ago.
"To extradite on a misdemeanor apparently is a rare
legal act" stated Cheryl Mouras, director of the
California Humane Educators Council, which has joined
API and other organizations in the call for a thorough
going investigation and prosecution in the case. "But
what happened here is such an act of unmotivated
villainy, masquerading as Punk Art, that we think it
would have a negative effect on every existing effort to
police cruelty against animals if this were not treated as
an exceptionally important case."
Though Otterness was reached and quoted when the
controversy was first reaching the headlines in New
York city, a reporter who had access to him previously
found the film-maker had deserted his usual haunts as
an outcry began for some type of legal action.
The humane organizations which are taking an interest in tracking down Otterness include the X3.P.C.A.
in New York, the Dumb Animal League in Golden,
where the dog supposedly was obtained, the AHA. in
Denver, Colorado, A.P.I., California's H.E.C. and
others. A report that the National Endowment for the
Arts provided $10,000 for distribution of the series in
which "The Shot Dog Film" was allegedly included is
being checked. There were reports from New York of an
FCC involvement in the case.
The humane organizations have one ironic
progressnote on the campaign against the film: the
Cable TV station apparently had scheduled "The Shot
Dog Film" for two showings-but won't go through with
the second.
A.P.I., which said it is receiving inquiries on a possible
resurgence in filmed cruelties to animals, described the
reports on'The Shot Dog Film" as "the most flagrant to
come in within recent times."
"Killing a dog as art is in the same league with
defacing a Michelangelo statue as social protest," said
H.E.C'8 Cheryl Mouras. "When we say that no incident
of this kind should ever be repeated, and that there ought
to be even sterner ways of dealing with it, we're not
talking about the censoring of films at all. We're talking
about stopping the commission of a crime.

hope to convey, that life really
does matter, no matter what
the circumstances."
The players plan to convey
this by mixing the suspenceful
drama with dashes of subtly
risque comedy. This mixture
is so precise in Bagnold's
writing that the audience is
emotionally torn. Bagnold
also weaves the mystery of
HARRISONBURG.The James Madison University
Madrigal's past throughout
Flute Club, in cooperation with the JMU Music
the play. "The Chalk Garden"
Department is proud to announce the winner of the first
is a unique mixture of
national flute choir composition contest "Hommage to
emotion; from laughter to
Fellini," a flute octet written by John Wiesenthal of
heartbreaking sadness. The
Rochester, New York was selected unanamously by the
perfect combination for an
flute choir and faculty judges.
entertaining evening.
"Hommage to Fellini" will be presented by the JMU
"The
Chalk
Garden"
Flute Choir at their recital April 16 at 8:00 p.m. in Wilson
opened in New York in 1955,
Hall. At that time the $300 prize will be presented to John
followed in 1956 by an opening
Wiesenthal.
in London. While it is
Honorable Mention was presented to Tobias Haller of
Bagnold's most famous play,
New York City for his composition, "Prospero's Island"
her novel "National Velvet" is
which will be performed by the JMU Flute Choir at their
is probably her best known
November recital.
work of any kind.
Wiesenthal, currently residing in Rochester, New
"The Chalk Garden" was
York was born in Los Angeles and received a B.A. in
produced at Madison College
philosophy from State University of New York in 1970.
m 1958. The play was adapted
This was followed by a Bachelor of Music from the
for a major motion picture
University Of Oregon in 1977 and a Master of Music in
release in 1964, starring
1979. He held a graduate teaching fellowship at the
Hayley Mills.
University of Oregon and also received toe Ruth
"The Chalk Garden," will
Lorraine Close Scholarship in compostion. Other works
be running March 13 through
written by Wiesenthal include chamber music for winds
15 at 8p.m. Tickets will go on
and strings, a ballet and symphony.
sale after Spring Break for $1 .1
general admission.
V.

Flute Chou

Theater
out about Madrigal's secret
past. Madrigal, in turn, tries
to keep Laurel from making
the same mistakes she did.
The mystery is: what tragic
secret past is Madrigal trying
to hide?
"Madrigal believes that life
is worth living," Jackson
explained, "this is what we

>
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Small crowd watches St
Francis lull Dukes, 58-54
By DENNIS SMITH
One of the smallest crowds
in James Madison University
basketball history watched St.
Francis lull the Dukes into a
58-54 Eastern College Athletic
Conference Southern Division
Tournament loss Tuesday
night at Godwin Hall
The defeat, in front of 650
spectators, eliminated the
tournament's
second-seed
JMU squad from the ECAC
playoffs and problably other
post-season play.
"It's a shame not more than
650 fans would pay to watch
* the opening round of the
ECAC tournament here," said
St. Francis' coach Dave
Magarity.
"The
court
basically became a neutral
site. For us, that was great.
The Red Flash, who had lost
to the Dukes 84-60 last
Tuesday, finished the regular
season at 11-15. But the record
hardly reflects the team's
ability.
St. Francis' schedule includes the top teams of
eastern basketball. The Flash
has topped Niagara, Canisius
and St. Bonaventure among
other,
while
losing
to
Syracuse, Villinova, Iona and
Pennsylvania by respectable
scores.

Francis its first lead since the
middle of the first half on a
shot from the free-throw line.
The Dukes then turned over
the ball. But, guard Charles
Fisher took the ball away
from McCallister insuing play
and converted the turnover
into a break-away dunk. That
was JMU's last lead.
Convey dribbled the ball
down court and fired a 20footer which rippled the net
for a 53-52 Flash lead with 1:40
left.
The
Dukes
lack
of
aggressiveness hurt them
again. JMU committed only
three fouls during the first 17
minutes of the half. So to put
the Flash on the free-throw
line, JMU had to committ four
personnel fouls.
Finally with 26 seconds
remaining Fisher fouled
McCallister. The freshman
dropped both ends of an oneana-one situation in the hoop.
After the Dukes attempted a
desperation shot which forward Charlie Kates retreived,
the junior was fouled by
Stielper. Kates also hit both
shots for a 57-52 lead.
Stielper probably scored the
last points of his college
(Continued on Page 14)

"I knew when I saw just 650
fans in the stands, it was going
to be one of those nights,' said
JMU's coach Lou Campanelli.
"It just wasn't the playoff
atmosphere we were hoping
for.
"Apathy. Not only from the
stands, but the players.
Nobody seemed ready for the
game. We couldn't do
anything right. It's a rough
way to end a good season."
The Dukes had the game
under control most of the first
half and for the opening ten
minutes of the second, but the
Red Flash seem to thrive off
the lack of crowd noise in the
final minutes.
JMU watched its 10-point
lead early in the second half
slowly dwindle away. With
slightly less than 10 minuutes
left, the Dukes clung to a fivepoint margin.
But, the Flash's guards Bob
Convey and Ed McCallister
came alive. Convey opened
with two 21-footers from the
top of the key sandwiching a
Steve Stielper banker. Then,
McCallister hit to jumpers
from the right side to cut
JMU's lead to 48-47 with over
six minutes left.
After the teams traded
baskets. Convey gave St.

Pfwto by am Tarang^o
COACH LOU CAMPANELLI tries to exhort the Dukes during
JMU's 58-54 upset toss to St Francis In the opening round of th<
ECAC Southern Division playoffs. Only «M spectators showed u[
to support the Dukes.

Norfolk State upsets Duchesses in Tourney
Spartanetts hand JMU third straight loss and eliminate team from VAIAW playoffs
By DAVID PARKER
It was the ultimate in irony. How sad it is,
though, that it couldn't have ended in favor of
the James Madison University Duchesses.
Even sadder, though, was that a missed layup
was the difference between making it to the
semi-finals in the Virginia Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (VAIAW)
tournament and ending a season with a
disappointing third straight loss.
The irony? Cathy Hanrahan, the game's high
scorer with 25 points and an astounding 12 for
14 mark at the free-throw line, made a
beautiful steal but saw her ensuing attempt at
a layup roll off the side of the rim with 45
seconds to play in the game. The basket could
have put the Duchesses ahead 79-78 following a
hard fought, see-saw ballgame
Perhaps even more ironic was the fact that
the Duchesses drilled all week on their foul
shooting, anticipating a close game, and it paid
off for JMU shot 83 percent from the line in the
second half. Only the game didn't come down
to the free throws. It was a matter of missed
shots and turnovers that cost the Duchesses a
victory.
"It was those mental lapses that cost us the
game," commented a disappointed Coach
Betty Jaynes." You can't do that at this level,
the turnovers just hurt us badly."
But the game is over now, the season is for
that matter. And how hard it is to close a
season losing six of the last seven games.
Photo by Nancy D«tting«r

JMU'S CENTER DEAN A MEADOWS grabs rebound and puts it
in for two points. Bat, the Duchesses fell two points short to
Norfolk Stato, 81 -7»; In the opening round of the VAIAW playoffs.
*.'.

"The kids are so down on themselves, it's
hard to say anything to them," continued
Coach Jaynes. "Losing is such a negative
feeling, it s really hard for the players.
The surprising part of the defeat at the hands

^..tfJSsrfslK^&w^^

Hall, was the fact that the Duchesses had
previously beaten the Spartans from Norfolk
by an overwhelming 18 points earlier in the
season,
"It was quite a surprise, to say the least,"
commented forward Kathy Railey, "It was
really unbelievable that it even came down tc
the end."
Indeed the game did have a surprising touch
to it. First of all, the Spartans didn't press as
they had in the previous meeting. Secondly,
Norfolk St. couldn't miss from anywhere they
shot, or so it seemed.
The first half was very close, with neither
team able to gain much of a lead. It ended with
the Duchesses on top 39-37.
The second half was a different story. The
Duchesses came out playing a tight man-toman defense but were easily beaten on several
occasions by the quicker Spartans and found
themselves down 44-41, just three minutes into
play. .
Quickly switching back to the much tougher
zone defense, JMU rallied to cut the lead to one
at 48-47 following a short jumper from Donna
Firebaugh, who ended the game with 17 points
and eight rebounds.
In the next three minutes, the Duchesses
rallied behind the scoring of Hanrahan and
Firebaugh to jump ahead 55-51, with a little
over 12 minutes remaining.
It looked as though the Duchesses were going
to take command of the game, having built up
a small lead but then the dreaded four minute
mental lapse that Jaynes commented about
earlier hit the Duchesses and with nine
minutes left to play the Duchesses had gone
from leading by four to trailing by two.
HUbiU I
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(Continued on Page 14)
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JMU routs American and G W over weekend
'From the standpoint of wrestling, we did a great job9
By RICH AMACHER
Four
James
Madison
University wrestlers recorded
pins as the Dukes routed
American
and
George
Washington University this
past weekend.
We won both matches by
bigger scores than we expected to," said assistant
coach Bob Harwick. JMU
trounced AU, 32-11, and
thrashed GW, 37-6, in upping
their final record to 8-7.
The Dukes Greg Schmidt
initiated the scoring as he
posted six points for pinning
AU's Lelansky at 3:42 into
their 118-pound contest. It was
Schimdt's third pin of the
year. He then received a
forfeit against GW to finish
the season, 9-13.
Bob Carmichael one of
JMU's fine 126-pounders
pinned the Eagles Davidson at
6:42 into their match to claim
his fifth pin of the season.
Carmicheal, 8-1 this semester,
boosted his season totals to 115, with a 20-5 superior decision
over the Colonials' Rota.
JMU's 134-pound Gary
Curwin made a clean sweep as
he recorded 13-3 major
decision over AU's Fitzpatrick and then downed GW's
Ovelette, 7-1, on the strength
of 2 takedowns and an escape.
The pair of victories left
Curwin with a 13-14 mark.
Tommy Stewart (142) lost to
the Eagles Left, 8-1, but
gained a forfeit against GW to
finished the year 5-9. The
Dukes Randy Denbigh foud
the going tough as he dropped
both matches over the
weekend.
Denbigh dropped his record
to 14-9-1 when he lost to AU's
Danielson, 8-2, and GW's
Corbett, 12-6.
Mike Gallo recorded the
Dukes' quickest fall of the
season, pinning AU's Spuria
33 seconds into the match
Gallo manning the 158-pound
class completed a sweep when
he defeated GW's RitmiUer,
10-5. Gallo finished the season

at U-5 including 3 pins.
Vic Bowman lost to the
Eagles Watson, n-9, in what
Harwick termed the most
controversial match of the
meet. "Bowman took the kid
down on his back twice and
should have been awarded
back points, but the ref was
out of position and missed the
call," he said.
Bowman came up emptyhanded in the meet when he
lost to GW's Moose, 9-4. And
his overall record drop to 15-8.
JMU's Dan Corbin jacked
his season totals to 17-4 with a
pair of victories at 177-pounds.
Corbin shutout AU's Florence,
64, and beat GW's Houser, 91.
Junior captain Chuck Herb
wrestled to a 1-1, stalemate
against Au's Jones. Both
wrestlers recorded escapes
for the only scoring in the
match.
Willie Shook filled in for
Herb against GW and tallied a
10-2, decision of over Lee.
JMU's heavy weight Rich
McCulloh saw his season
record climb to 10-8 as he
chalked up his first pin of the
year, he also received a
forfeit. McCulloh pinned the
Colonials Flyman at 3:31 in
their match.
JMU head coach Dick
Besnier expressed satisfaction over the Duke's performance this season, but is
looking forward to next year
when hopefully the chemistry
will mix, no injuries will occur
and the great expectations of
the past two seasons will
become reality.
"From the standpoint of
wrestling we did a great job,
considering we started nine
freshman. Experience is the
key, there is ho substitution
for it. You can hide a freshman in other sports but you
can't in wrestling,' be said.
The Dukes season is not
over. This weeekend they
travel to VPI to participate in
the NCAA Eastern Regionals.
Coach Harwick believes the

Dukes have some contenders
for the top four places in the
individual weight classes.
"Last years team seemed to
be intimidated.by the tournament. This years team
seems to be looking forward to
it. I think we have 3 or 4 guys
that could finish in the top
four," he said.
Harwick is very optimistic
about the possibility that
either Bowman or Corbin
might gain an NCAA national
berth. To do that they would
have to wim the region.
He also feels Carmicheal,
Curwin, and Herb all have a

shot at finishing in the top
four.
"Carmicheal puts a lot of
points on the scoreboard and
always goes for the pin when
on top. Gary Curwin has
improved a lot this year and if
he wrestles well this weekend
he could make the top. We also
expect a good effort from
Chuck Herb since he is the
team captain," Harwick said.
Brian Langlinais was the
only JMU wrestler to place in
last year's tournament, he
finished third.
JMU will enter the same
lineup it has used all season

State wrestling champion Corbin one of
winter sports season's biggest surprises
By DIANE FITZPATRICK
Freshman Daniel Corbin
became of the winter sports
season's biggest surprises
when he took JMU's first state
wrestling championship.
Corbin won the Division I
state title for the 177-pound
class when he ' defeated
Virginia Tech's Don Whyte, 94, on January 26. During three
matches Corbin chalked up 10
points, half of JMU's team
total. He was the only JMU
competitor to place.
The victory
surprised
Corbin. "I was hoping that I
would do well, but T didn't
know if I would win. "I was
glad."
Due to the number of
competitors, Corbin's weight
class was unseeded.
Corbin,
whose
overall
collegiate record is 18-6, is

pleased with his performance
thus far into the season. He
attributes bis success to
confidence not only within his
self, but within others.
"I think a lot of it is mental," he said. "You have to be
prepared. If you are not sure
you are going to win, you
probably won't
JMU
wrestling
coach
Besnier is optimistic about
Corbin's future, including the
upcoming regional meet. "He
has the physical strength and
the ability to put opponents on
their back." Besnier said.
"Thats
important
in
wrestling."
Corbin and his teammates
will be travelling to VPI this
weekend to compete in the
NCAA Eastern Regional
competition. He has dropped
to a lower weight class, 167-
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Dukes one of finest
This year's team could be
the lull before the storm
because the Dukes have
already completed recruiting
for next year, and they came
away with some steals.
"With this years team and
the kids we've signed, JMU
will sponsor one of the finest
golf teams on the East Coast
next year," said Balog.
There is solid evidence
backing up Balog's enthusiasm. Presently enrolled
at JMU are transfer students
Bobby Penn formerly of the
University of Alabama and
Clay Fitzgerald from the
University of South Carolina.
Penn was the Virginia state
junior-champ two years ago
and Fitzgerald was a high
school Ail-American. Both
have three years eligibility
left, but baa to sit out one
season because of an NCAA
rule stating transfers must sit
out one year upon transfer to
another school.
JMU has also signed two of
the three top goners in the
state. Mike Hoss of Osbourne
High School and Chuck Tickle
of Pulaski, Va. have signed
grants in aid with JMU.

pounds, to avoid meeting
Eastern Carolina's Butch
Revels. Revels is ranked
seventh in the nation.
Corbin
expressed
no
misgivings about the change
of weight class. He believes
that while the new competition will be tough, he has
more chance to develop to his
full potential.
"I
really should
be
wrestling in the lower weight
class," he said
"I was
wrestling as a 177 because of
injuries and openings in the
team.
Besnier hopes that Corbin
will be seeded in the 167 pound
weight classification. The
seeding will be decided today
by a panel of competing
coaches. If Corbin wins the
title, he is eligible for national
competion

I Intramural happenings

Men's golf
By RICH AMACHER ,
r.rc
JimeV
Madison
University golf team kicks oft
its 1980 campaign with a swing
through South Carolina over
spring break.
The Dukes will travel to
Myrtle Beach March 2-4, to
compete in the Coastal
Carolina Classic. From there
they will head to Fripp Island
Intercollegiate Tournament to
be held March 6-8. Both
tournaments should feature
about 20 schools.
Coach Drew Balog is confident in the team and expects
them to finish high in both
tournaments.
Freshman Jimmy King was
JMU's most impressive golfer
during the fall season. King
lead the team with the lowest
stroke average and placed
highest in all of the tournaments.
Joining King on the trip
south will be juniors Barry
Wirt and Stewart Strang,
sophomore Mark "Moose"
Carnevale and freshmen Tim
Lyons and Daniel Dinan.
Though the team is young
Balog claims this is a
changing
year
not
a
rebuilding one.

excluding Gallo who Besnier
is lifting in order that Corbin
can compete at 167-pounds
hoping that he'll have a better
chance to win at lower weight
class.
Filling out the lineup will be
Schmidt, Stewart, Denbigh,
and McCulloh.
Competeing
in
the
Regionals are all the independent Division I schools
on the East coast. Besnier
lists Slippery Rock STate, Old
Dominion, Rutgers, VPI and
East Carolina as some of the
stronger teams in the tournament.
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TKE's Chris Cooke showi meet form.
SKIING

Men's Individual
1.Skip Allen
24.77
2.Rick Solder
26.24
3.Dave Wilson
4BryanLofin
5. Jack Shafran

26.64
26.91
26.96

Women's Individual
1.Stephanie Bradshaw 27.64
2.Katie Donahue
33.96

3BeckyHill
35.22
4.Nancy Harmon
35.60
5. Jackie Brown
35.66

MARCH SIGN-UPS
l.Women's Softball. March 11
at 6 p.m. in Godwin 344.
2.Men's volleyball. March 11
Men's Team
at 7 p.m. in Godwin 344.
l.Massanutten Demons 79.84 JMen'i softball. March 16 at 6
p.m. in Godwin 344.
2.Outlaws
83.03
4.Badminton March 21 by 12
83.83
3.TKE
noon on intramural board.
5.0ne-on-ooe
basketball.
4.Schlogs
86.08
March 27 at 12 noon on intramural board.
'■'■ . .lien's Team
«.Golf. March 27 at 12 noon on
l.Frederikson
104.83
intramural board.\
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Worn en t $wimm ing

Dukes
lose in
ECAC
tourney

JMU sets four records
WILMINGTON,
N.C.James Madison University
swimmers set four school
records in pacing the JMU
women's swimming team to a
seventh place finish in the
Seahawk Invitational held
Thursday through Saturday at
the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington.
Virginia Tech won the tenteam women's competition
with 584.5 points. JMU
compiled 189 points in the
meet.
Sophomore Patty Soboleski
set two JMU records, placing

sixth
in
the
50-yard
backstroke with a time of 29.97
seconds and winning the
consolation finals in the 100yard backstroke with a time of
1:04.5. Junior Maria Gross
established a new JMU mark
in the 100-yard freestyle
where she finished second
with a time of 54.3.
JMU's 400-yard relay team
of Soboleski, Grosz and freshman Cecelia Dwyer and Kay
Conner set a school record in
that event with a time of 3:48.
The team placed fifth in the
relay.

(Continued from Page 12)
career with 41 second left
touched on a layup. St.
Francis didn't want to foul
him to prevent a three-point
play. .
Stielper's team-high 16
points left him with 2,126
points, 61 points ahead of
Sherman Dillard's old mark of
2,085. He also finished as
JMU's
all time
leading
rebounder with 917, with his
three against St. Francis.
JMU's chances for either a
NCAA bid or a NIT invitation
are almost nil. Still, there's no
telling what the bid committees might do when they
hand out invitations sometime
next week.
The Dukes finished their
season at 18-8 for the second
season consecutively.

Fencers edged by RMC
FAIRFAX-Randolph
Macon Woman's College
edged
James
Madison
University 41-40 Saturday to
win the Virginia Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women Fencing Chameonships held at George
ason University.
Defending champion
William and Mary finished a
close third in the eight-team
tournament with 39 points.
Three
JMU
fencers
qualified for Sunday's individual
championships
where sophomore Kathy Huff
finished second, senior Val
Mount third and senior Becca

Cowan sixth. Only eight
fencers qualified for the Individual championships.
Huff led JMU in Saturday's
team competition with a 13-1
record. Mount was 10-4,
Cowan 9-5 and sophomore
Leslie McArthur 8-4 in
Saturday's tournament.
George Mason's Ann Marie
Messier won the individual
competition Sunday with a 5-2
record. Huff and Mount both
had 4-3 records and Cowan
was 3-4 in Sunday's tournament.
JMU will host a regional
fencing tournament in Godwin
Hall on Friday (Feb. 29).

JMU'S TYRONE SHOULDERS finds the going tough inside
against St. Francis. JMU dropped a 58-54 decision to the Red
Flash In the opening round of the ECAC tournament.

Spend Your Fall Semester.
at

it Duchesses
(Continued from Page 12)
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"It's like I can pinpoint
exactly when we lose,"
commented Coach Jaynes,
"We hit those lapses, and it
has happened in other games,
too."
Playing evenly for the next
four minutes, the Duchesses
Cd within one at 6645 with
than five minutes to play.
Instead of Jumping ahead of
the Spartans, JMU floundered, and found themselves
trailing by eight points with
just three minutes to play.
Memories
of
Cathy
Hanrahan sinking the game
winning layup against Rad
ford flashed through the
crowd. It looked as though it
was going to be another comefrom-behind, pull it out in the
last second victory.
The Duchesses fought hard,
pressed, played tight defense
and made some clutch free
throws. But they also turned

JMU's Other Campus
London, England

the ball over once too often.
And despite Hanrahan's
heroics in the end, she points, a
steal and an assist, and
despite Donna Firebaugh's
layup with six seconds to play,
the "come from behind''
Duchesses could not muster
up a victory.
"I don't think they are a
better team," noted Jaynes.
"They were just better
tonight.*'
Along with Hanrahan's
scoring outburst and game
Ugh 14 rebounds,
the
Duchesses also saw Anne
Sonoga contribute 15 points
and Deana Meadows added 14.
Balanced scoring,
outrebounding of the opGnent, better shot percentage
■ the game and an earlier
defeat of the same team were
all on the Duchesses side
tonight. Only, the scoreboard
read Norfolk 81, JMU 79. How
ironic a simple game of
basketball can turn out to be.

for $1,475 above normal fees you get...
TUITION: 12 to 18 hours JMU credit for courses in
Art, Literature, Theatre. History, Governmnet and
others Choose from six courses plus London studies
and independent study options. Four British instructors. One JMU instructor
ROOM: Across the street from the University of
London. In walkin distance of most major points of
interest. Five minutes from British museum. Twelve
minutes from Piccadilly Circus.
BOARD: Large English breakfast daily.
weekly allowance for lunch and dinner.

Ample

*

ACTIVITIES: Frequent field trips to famous sights,
theatre tickets, group banquets. Excursions to such
places as Cambridge, Oxford, Stonehenge, Statford.

PREPARE FOR:

EXTRAS: Program physician. Mid-term vacation
for free time to visit other places in Europe.

MWff-DAT-LSAT-GHAT-BRE
GRE PSYCH -BRE BIO -PCAT
OCAT-VAT-MATSAT-TOEFL

MMBIEHIECFMGFLEXVQE
NDBI,n>NPBI.NLE
Flexible Program! a Hours

Waft Any Center And See For Yourself
Whv rVe Ma** The Difference

(804) 285-3414
.5001 W. Broad St.,
Richmon, VA 23230

I

-K

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TIST MCPAnATION
SOCIALISTS SMKf ItM

Spring MCAT * LSAT
classes in Charlottesville!!

Application form for Semester in London. Mail by March 10.
n.um-.

Jfrnilison
% i university
m

>i• ■ -

s<»( ial MI ill 11\ unmix i
send in:
Prol. Ralph Aliin Culun
W'ill >c>ii will ui.'ilualr
Diiii lol. JMI ScmcMci in London

KiiKlisii DviKininrni

iliajoi

lames Madison ('nivetsiix
Ha.riM.nlwiM.VA '-'2W»7

» l,ahome address

.
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* Record Collecting
(Continued from Page 9)
available in stores may go out
of print in the future (a record
which is out of print is one
which is no longer being
pressed by the manufacturer
and
therefore
becomes
unavailable by retail means).
At that point, the record's
value will start to increase, so
buying the right record at the
right time could one day be
very profitable, even for the
smallest of collectors.
Aside from the financial
aspects of this hobby, there
are others to consider. In

comparison of these aspects
with those of similar hobbiescard
collecting,
stamp
collecting, coin collecting,
even beer can collectingrecord collecting rises above
Records more accurately
reflect the history and the
mood of any given period than
any other collectibles. They
also allow the collector to put
his rare item on a turntable
and enjoy good music. Why is
this important to us? Well,
anyone passing an open
window at JMU on a warm,
breezy day knows that college
students enjoy good music.

1,000 prize
awarded
for poetry
A $1000 grand prize will be
awarded in the Poetry
Competition sponsored by the
World of Poetry, a quarterly
newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on
any subject are eligible to
compete for the grand prize or
for • 49 other cash or merchandise awards.
t Rules and official entry
£322^ available from
W
iSd ££?*% 2431 Stockton
8SJ% *• S^niento,
California95817.

1

Grand larceny. A student
reported her Minolta camera
and flash attachment stolen
from the Phi Mu sorority
house the night of Feb 23
during a private party. The
camera is valued at $250 and
is inscribed with the serial
number 9503508.
A
Technics
cassette
recorder belonging to Sigma
Kappa and valued at $300 was
reported stolen from the
sorority's recreation room.
Driving under the hrtlneace.
A male non-student was
arrested at 11 :2S p.m. Feb. 19.
A female non-student was
arrested Feb. 22 at 3:10 a.m.
A male student was
arrested at 8:30 p.m. on Feb.
25..
ssasssi

Old Virginia Ham Cafe
Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops -chicken
seafood- variety of salads and
sandwiches- Virginia ham
-delicious breakfastsMon.- Sat. 6:30 am-2:00 pm
W. Market St. 434-6572

when you get into
Army ROTC*

Imported Car & Truck Parts
Your import Parti
Headquarter
in The Valley
^^
^ Spring Break is here!

Military in Society % credit hours
Misciio lOOO-ll 10:00-11:15
(fourth block) MWF Maury G-z

Time To Oet IkW tpniWLpr Irqported Car fn Shape For The
Fun Month* Ahead. We Ha*e
Owner's Manuals For Over 1M
Makes-$8.95. We Have A Large
Number Of Hard-To-Get Port* t*
Stock For VW, Fiat/MftHttljir.
leyland, Toyota, $aat>, Vofy<J,
Honda, and Others...,.
Call & See If We Have
What You Need!
atauji a iUtssd Is irsftsft
!- leVlllerman g Chicago
4^3 2334

MBC 110 1000-1115 (Fourth Block) MWF Maury

jk lf\T'lf* f"
|^ ^J | I ^^ r "

Vandalism. Another marble
Ctition
in
the
men's
throom on the second floor
of the Warren University
Union was reported destroyed
sometime around 11:30 on
Feb. 18. A witness reported
seeing three suspects run
from the bathroom after a
loud noise was beard. Police
said it was the second marble
Brtition to be vandalised hi
a particular bathroom ttus
year. The investigation is
"""^"tiing
VandaUsm-theft A washing
machine in Spotswood dorm
was tampered with and the
coin box removed from the top
of the machine on Feb. 21.

You'll get a lot
more out of your
college education

*OSC 110 examines the American experience in
jar Topics range from Vietnam back to the
techniques of warfare since MOO B.C. Concepts 0
basic political structures, the current Internationa
environment, national ideologies, goals and
m^teiy econmic power of selected nations, are
ftcusaed, with particular reference to the implications for United States national security. An
atmosphere of open participation and discussion is
encouraged If you have questions, call 433-62M, or
stop by Maury G-».

r

police report

"■"'" -«.»»**•* '"■*r"»J*'v»i

Applications are now being accepted for the positions of editor,
managing editor and business manager of The Breeze for 1980-8 1

in
Persons applying for business
m anager mustbefam ///or with
The Breeze's business organization
and have taken at least six hours of
business courses or the equivalent.

Candidates for editor and managing editor
must have worked for The Breeze in an
itorial capacity for at leas t one s em es ter
and hove taken at least six hours of
journalism courses or their equivalent.

All candidates will be interviewed by the The Breeze Publication Board. Pos itons are paid on
journalism scholarships .Written applications and requests for Information may be directed to
Theresa Beale.edltor. DEADLINE IS TUESDAYMARCH 25
-L
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Classifieds

For Sale
STEREO FOR SALE: Two
led speakers, turntable, 8—
track player, reciever and
dectrophonic 8—track tape
deck. $128 or will sell
separate.
433-8652
Joe
TYPING: Professional work,
new IBM equipment, thesis
resumes, manuscripts, term
papers, etc. 433-8888 days, 8283692 evenings.
TYPING SERVICE: Over
10
years
experience;
dissertations, theses, etc. 80
cents per page, you furnish
iper. Call Mrs. Price, 879STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Sales and Sevice. Immediate
delivery on all equipment and
accessories,
will
accept
trade-ins. Full local warranty
and free set-up. Call Bob at
4819.

By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
rimSOWOLHtoAl&O.IHEN

SURELY TT is ARMSTRONG AL6ER,HB

ommAmvmistnBmfip
PtSCMBEPTHE EHCOtmRTDABC

if mis.

IREPUEPITUASUNEMAL BJRkt
V ENTICE HIM INTO COMMITTING
A CRIME HE WOULPN7NORMALLY
amoep. THEN HE BECAME MAP
ANP STOMPEPOUTOF THE HOUSE.

ACTUALLY IT WAS VERY BRIEF.
HE SIMPLY TURNEP UP AT THE
House ONEmem, SAIPHEHAP
HEARP ABOUT THE BRIBES ANP
WANTEP A PIECE OF THE ACTION.

If*

SOYOU
PIPN7GIVEN/MANY
MONEY AT
ALL?

HEJUSTM5NT
PREVtSPOSED
ENOUGH. LATER,
HECALLEPTO
CONGRATULATE

ft

!Jpp»'i»fliBB
2-28

UHATWASTTUKE LIVING NEXT
POOH TO AN FBI ENTRAPMENT
RING? NEIGHBOR UMBeR FILBIS
i TALKEPTOABCUIPEWORWOF
1
NEWS ABOUT HIS ORDEAL...

LISTEN, I GOT THREE KIPS. ITS
HARP ENOUGH KEEPING THEM AWAY
FROM PUSHERS ATTHEPLAYGROUNP
mHOUT HAVING 10 WORK! ABOUT
mm COLLAR CRIME NEXT POOR !

ITS SORT OF CREEP/, YIMOU? JUST
OWING THAT RIGHT ACROSS THE
STREET, PEOPLE WERE BEING WDUCEP TO COMMIT CRIAeS WITHOUT ANY PREPISPOSmON AT ALU

NO, BUTIBKNEW
EVER
THEY WERE BAP NEWS.
HEAR ANY THEY ALL CARRIEP
SCREAMS? GUNS ANP NEVER
CAMETO BLOCK
m MR7IES.

Wanted

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American. Foreign.
No expeience required Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Sen
83.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept K-2, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
98362.
PAYING 8CA8HI FOR GOLD
silver, diamonds. Also buying
all U.S. and foreign coins and
Jewelry, any conditions. Will
beat any legitimate offer. Call
John or Rid at 433-4247 or 4338230.
WANTED: Typing in my
home (90 cents per page with
paper provided) 289-5684.

*-*?

Madison man

By Scott Worner
HAVF A GREAT
BflrAK! 5 re ALL
or voo LAUPEROALEBOUND

FOLK* AT THE

'girrroN* ON fiADisoij
NftHT.

Personals
LOST: One human brian, in
the vicinity of JMU. If found
contact Betttna Bazley 8838.
LARGE
REWARD
OFFERED.
JANET WERNIMONT: Live
it up! It's your birthday! Have
a happy 20th. P.S. It's gonna
be an awesome jam! BEC.
JMU'8 WOMEN'S SOCCER
CLUB: Congratulations on the
win over UVA!
GLOP DIVERS. ETC.wUl
hold
an
Underwater
Backgammon Marathon to set
a Guineas World Record and
benefit
the
American
Association
of
Retarded
l/ACAW/V
Citizens on April 10-13 in
Godwin Hall pool. Entrance is
open to all certified divers for
a $10.00 tax deductible contribution. All needed equipment and air will be supplied
free. For information call Cliff
Crowley at 433-0755 or LandSea passages at433-2177. GET
WET!
PJS: I realize now that I
should look within myself
before blaming others for my
unhappiness. Sorry if I caused
you any pain or worry. I hope
that my stupidity hasn't
completely
ruined
the
beautiful friendship that we
had. I love you. SUNSHINE'S
FRIEND
BARB: Good-bye is not the
way friends should part. I
hope you enjoy yourself in
Norfolk and I hope to see you
at graduation, (as usual I'm
hiving a party then.)
RUSSELL.
BRUTE: Hope you enjoy your
break. I'll be long-distance
loving
you
all
week.
Remember to watch out for
those neighborhood strays. If
you happen to miss me, just
look ahead to Sunday and
Spring and Hammocks. Kiss
nir.yoir/oUisKvl-rtW. aw vr ■>•■ • • *<a*» *
even it up. Love, BRUTETTE

By Tom Arvis

Roommates

i<a

Wings

S/7T/A/6- W 7H£ \
SUN. mitti'M S
/// TH5

s/pp/m A AW*

sas^a

■

By Mark Legan

!■
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Listening Ear provides outlet

9

9

Tm lonely. Idon t have anyone to talk to

By LOUIS EACHO
He needs someone to listen
to his problems right away.
Ashamed to call a friend, he
picks up the phone, dials a
number and says: "I'm
lonely. I don't have anyone to
talk to here, and I don't want
to go out and get drunk."
At the other end of the line
sits a volunteer trained to
listen to the caller. Getting
him to focus in on what
feelings
surround
his
problem, the volunteer proposes alternatives, letting
the caller decide what's best
for his own values.
This is a true example of one
James Madison University
student who, along with
people
throughout
the
Harrisonburg
and
Rockingham County area, has
used the Listening Ear hotline
as a means to cope with any
imaginable type of crisis from
alcoholism or. suicide attempts to something as simple
as a six-year-old child whose
cat is stuck in a tree, according to spokesman, Kevin
Hoschar.
Supported
by
the
Massanutten Mental Health
Center, Listening Ear acts as
an "anonymous sounding
board" for persons who don't
know quite where to turn for
help, Hoschar said. No one
likes the feeling of being alone
in making a decision, and the
hotline lets a caller know
there are always options
available in any given
situation, he said.
CONFIDENTIALITY is the
major asset behind Listening
Ear, Hoschar noted. The
caller's name, the location of
Listening Ear itself and the
names of the roughly 70
volunteers who work on the
phones
all
remain
anonymous.

Besides
the
regular
Listening Ear line, which is
"suited for all needs," the
hotline operates Teen Care for
these under 18, Woman to
Woman staffed with all
women volunteers and a
special line for JMU students,
which is paid for by the
university counseling center,
according to Hoschar. A hook-

viable alternatives, he said.
Problems with relationships
are usually the focal point for
most crises not only with
students, but for people
between the ages of 18 to 39—
the group most likely to use a
service such as Listening
Ear—,
Hoschar
said
Pregnancy, dating, roommate
difficulties
and
misun-

up was made so students oncampus only need to dial 6444
to be connected to the hotline.
JMU
Counseling
and
Student Development
Director Dr. Jon Mclntire
sees the service as beneficial,
defusing students' short-term
problems and directing them
to several possible alternatives for therapy which
often includes the counseling
center here.
Many
people
need
professional help, but they
hesitate to seek it because of
the fear of embarrassment or
the belief that they actually
may be crazy, Mclntire said.
Listening Ear has the appearance of being more of a
"less formal" service than
other types of counseling,
providing
callers with
someone to talk to who can
assist them in proposing

derstandings with parents can
all be at the bottom of any sort
of emotional crisis situation,
he said.
A PROFESSIONAL
background is not needed or
even desired to work as a
volunteer manning the phones
for Listening Ear, Hoschar
said. Experts tend to try to
analyze the caller's problem
and give their own interpretation.instead of just
listening and allowing the
caller to decide on his own
alternatives, he said.
Listening Ear uses the
services of volunteers from a
variety "of occupations including plumbers, students
and secretaries,for example,
Hoschar '
noted.
The
educational
level of a
volunteer doesn't matter.

because the training done by

the first thing the volunteer
must do is to help the callers
clarify their own values and
thoughts so that they can
make a thorough decision, he
said.
Calls to the hotline average
16 minutes in length even
though some calls have lasted
for as long as two hours, according to HoscW. Most
callers know what's hurting
them and will usually get to
the point right quickly, he
said.
' The use of Listening Ear has
continued to grow since its
inception in 1972, according to
Hoschar. Last year roughly
3500 people used the service in
an area comprised of 70,000
people, he said.
Listening Ear operates
every day of the year, opening
its lines between noon to
midnight.

those at the hotline only
"sharpens the skills that all
humans have," he said.
Still, each volunteer goes
through
an
extensive
screening
and
training
process,
Hoschar
said.
Anyone over 18 is eligible to
apply at the Massanutten
Mental Health Center, where
they are judged on their
empathy and ability to listen
without imposing their own
values. Each applicant must
then
go
through
approximately SO hours of
training before they can actually work on the phones.
"All our volunteers are
taught that a typical caller is
usually someone in a normal
state of mind that has been
confronted with a situation
that they can't cope with,"
according to Hoschar. Thus,

^

157 Warsaw Aye.
Turn at light at
JAAU's Front Entrance
THRU SATURDAY

Budweiser 12 pk.

4.39

Busch 12 pk.

4.39

Budweiser 16 oz cans 6 pk. 2:75
Old Milwaukee 6 pk.
Lite6pk.
Schmidts 6 pk.

/ 1.92
2.12
1-69

Open 'til 12 Nightly
■W

Featuring

The Body Shop's

TOPS FOR EVER YONE

LEAP YEAR
SPECIALS

From FaLshion Tops to l-sluri§*
(long & short sleeve)
And Other Accessories

A Group of: Men's and Ladles
Tops, Sweaters, and Shirts $5to$15

Specializing In Transfers

A Group 6f: Ladles Dresses, Skirts,
Vests, Blazers, and Pants $5 to $15

-lettering and numbering
-Greek lettering
-custom printing
NOW INTRODUCING; Night Shirts - Soccer Shirt
XXL & XXXL T-Shirts
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from Any:
Slide

Photo

Drawing
Album Cover
color or blk./wht.

Clipping

ENJOY YOUR
SPRING BREAK!

Ike Body

Tt» Pwatt SvMdfcf On Ik* Cowrt Square
I North Mai* St.. HarriMaburf

Opm (Mlf 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

10-9 Mon. -Sat.
VT'

434-4824 Located in Valley Mall
y/s
T
v
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Viewpoint
LOOK \ PQMT Vsjr\KT TO «CAR
XX'i1 WWJaie PARKED <* r\

20/20 hindsight:
a monthly review

ANO
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Around campus
• In two separate but related incidents this month, living conditions far JMU students were found to be hazardous, and in both
cases, bureaucratic red tape has slowed administrative
corrective action.
:W,,
The first case involves the old two-story wooden fire escape at
the Shenandoah apartments. Students have complained about the
stairs for over a year, and a Mt Jackson volunteer fireman called
the escape a fire hazard. But the "official" word, handed down by
JMU Safety Coordinator Richard Garber, is that the it's okay:
"We've shored up the stairs to the point where we consider them \
' safe...," but he does admit they need to be replaced Indeed, the
office of business affairs here has authorized a new set of metal
stairs. However, two more construction bids must be reviewed by
JMU in order to meet a state requirement of accepting three bids
Officer 157 watched me park illegally, finally
By KEVIN CROWLEY
before awarding a contract. Let's hope there's not a fire before
Now I understand the screams of frustration
drove around me, circled the parking lot and
came back to plant one of those hideous yellow
the red tape is cleared.
that come from within the walls, of that small
In the second incident there is a quicker ending, although the
tickets on the Pin to's windshield; while I,
building on the west side of campus.
denouement still took almost four months. JMU residents of the
Now I understand those wild-eyed, pathetic
unaware of my dilemma, walked to the
Showalter apartments, plagued by rats since November, are
creatures who wander around campus with
library.
finally getting the professional exterminator and door closures
Why didn't Officer 157 warn me of my illegal
strips of yellow paper hanging from their
they need to rid themselves of their health haiard. The students
position?
clenched teeth.
only had to complain to the Showalter building supervisor, then
Now I understand why people don't walk, but
Well, if I remember correctly, it was about
JMU's residence halls office, and finally the Ha rrisonbu rg Health
35 degrees out that night and with the wind
creep up to their cars, cringe in fear as they
Department before the residence halls office took charge of the
near the windshield, and then either sink to the
chill factor it was more like 32 degrees, so
cleanup.
maybe it was too cold for Officer 157 to get out
ground in a sigh of relief or immediately throw
JMU should learn a valuable lesson from these cases—that the
of Us car a stop me from violating the law.
tantrums of anxiety, while banging their heads
bigger an organisation gets, the bigger and more complex the
Why didn't Officer 157 prevent the whole
against their cars.
bureaucracy. The bigger the bureaucracy, the slower the reecI understand all of this now because I have
incident with a simple, "If you park there
tton to crises, with reaction to individualized situations
had my first encounter with "Madison's Mad
you'll get a ticket" for isn't preventive
drastically if not completely cut Whether or not this is the path
medicine the key to law enforcement?
Meter Maids."
JMU wants, it is the path we are taking
Last year the "Meter Maids" collected more
I thought so, but when I presented a rather
than $58,0 00 in parking fines, but I'll tell you
clever
analogy to the officer later-"If you see
• Good Idea: This month Dining hall officials announced that
this much: they ain't gettuV my five bucks. I
someone break into a store," I asked, "would
they would conduct a survey of 10 percent of the contract students
was framed, set-up, used.
you wait until they came out with their arms
to see if they would prefer 14 or IS meal plans as options to the
First, I don't even have a parking sticker,
loaded before arresting them?" He simply
curraU obligatory 21 meal plan. Finally. Nobody wants to pay for
that's mainly due to the fact that I don't have a
reminded me, that as a student, it was my duty
something they don't eat
car. So for three years now the "Meter Maids"
to know the rules of the JMU Handbook.
and I have gone our separate ways.
Naturally, regardless of the fact that I don't
• The Good Samaritan of the Month award goes to student jogger
But earlier this month I was ticketed for
Jill Heller, who is clearly not one to run away in the face of
drive to campus, I read the Handbook
rking along a yellow curb in the back of
trouble. However, for her efforts to stop two men from
religiously.
Hall. It was after 5 p.m., and I was
an elderly woman in Harrisonburg, Heller received a
My appeal was denied, as if I should expect
loving a friend's car closer to the library. I
arm.
otherwise.
saw nearly a dozen cars parked along the curb,
there was no sign, and truthfully 1 did not see
Once again, as other, complaints seem to
the yellow marking
bear out "Madison's Mad Meter Maids" saw a
These are not excuses, but background for
situation only in complete black-and-white.
what
was to follow. Anyway, I started
Assuredly as there is right and wrong, justice
• February will be considered a significant month in the future of
maneuvering the Pinto into the one and only
any U.S. registration for the Selective Service, with President
and injustice, there is often, also a middle
vacant spot along the curb, and it was quite
Carter's official call for the registration of all 18-20 year-old men
ground in which uncontrollable factors play a
impossible to get around me while I was doing
and women being sent to Congress.
role. However, JMU's security force
this.
repeatedly fails to acknowledge this by conAlthough house leaders have said registration of women will
Well, who should be forced to wait behind me
tinually denying legitimate appeals.
never pass their chambers, a bill appropriating money for the
as I parked, none other than Officer 157 of
But then do you know of any other way to
registration of men might have a chance. However, before any
JMU's infamous Security and Safety Office.
make $58,000?
,
bills are passed or rejected, all the data on the current status of
the Selective Service system should be analyzed: Would a
reaitration really be helpful, and is it needed now?
These are serious questions that need serious discussion. Instead, registration is Ming used as a symbolic message to the
Soviets that the U.S. will fight for what it believes in—or at least
I oiincl.-d H»22
half the population will. The rest of us will sit home and knit
afgnans.

Fines: a profitable business?

as*.-

Around the nation

c
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• Political games have almost overshadowed the Olympic games
this month, with the FBI's ABSCAM sting on Congress and the
continuing serial of the campaign clowns. The award for Biggest
Foul Play goes to Sea Ted Kennedy for debating a tape recording
of President Carter during a speech. Come on, Teddy, we know its
Memorex.

Around the world,
• A breakthrough in the Iranian crisis was realized this month
with the formation of an international committee to look into
alleged violations by the former Shah of Iran against that
country. Release of the U.S. hostages may be closer at hand than
at any time since the Nov. 4 crisis began. However, Americans
should be warned against assuming an immediate release will
occur—dealing with seventh century mentalities will naturally
stow down any process of negotiations, as we have seen already.
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Readers' Foru
Battle between rock and disco is ridiculous
To the editor:
Rex Turner's attack on
disco (The Breeie , Feb. 22)
brings to mind a similar
reaction several years ago to
another type of music. This
music was often banned on
radio stations and even
considered by some to be the
work of the Devil. They all
said it wouldn't last.
The year was 1955 and the
music was none other than
rock and roll. Fortunately
most of us are too young to
remember such stupidity, but
it seems that extremists like
Mr. Turner would like to
revive those archaic attitudes.
The very idea of a "battle"
between disco and rock is
ridiculous almost beyond the
point of discussion. There is
room enough on the airwaves
and in the record stores for
disco and rock as well as pop,
jazz, classical, country and
western, and just about
anything else that comes
along.

No one is exactly twisting
Mr. Turner's arm to get him
to listen to disco. Everyone
has their own tastes and
should have the, right to enjoy
them.

Ms.
Summer's
five
Grammy nominations this
year plus the fact that she has
already won enough awards to
open a trophy shop are also
testimony to her fine talents.
Mr. Turner was right about
one thing. I have never attended a concert by The Who,

I found the suggestion that
the Bee Gees, the Commodores, and Donna Summer
all drop dead particularly
distasteful. This radical idea
is a classic example of the
kind of stupidity that a
"battle" between disco and
rock would encompass.

To the editor:
With regard to Tom Barclay's letter to the editor in the
Feb. 26 issue of The Breeie, I
would like to air my disgust. I
fail to see the relevance of this
letter and Mr. Barclay's
concept of what a comic strip
should be.
This letter dealt with the
misuse of a comic strip
character (Madisonman) and
of the strip itself. I respect this
undertaking, but I don't feel
Mr. Barclay handled the
situation in a justifiable
manner.
Mr. Barclay stated, "
'Madisonman' and 'Jimmy U'

Not all politicians crooks,
FBI CIA not all ethical

Who says?

hours of pure entertainment.
In conclusion, I repeat that
the idea of a battle between
rock and disco is simply
stupid. If people like Mr.
Turner want to play war, then
I suggest that they join the
army.
Kevla Hunt

Madisonman a relevant comic

Although I do not feel
qualified to comment on the
Bee Gees or the Commodores,
I do feel compelled to offer a
few words in defense of Ms.
Summer. Anyone who can
dismiss her music (yes, I do
care to call it music) as loud
"squeals" has obviously
never heard her renditions of
the hauntingly beautiful "All
Through the Night" or the
image filled "Sunset People."

To the editor:
distinguishing
politicians
Robert Friedman's letter to
from FBI agents by calling
the editor (The Breeze, Feb.
the former "dishonest and
26) concerning the roles of the
unethical" and the latter "
FBI and CIA displayed a
honest
and
unethical."
shocking ignorance of basic
Honesty is the basis of our
constitutional principles and
ethical code! Making such a
our political system as a
distinction is reminiscent of
whole.
George Orwell's "Newspeak"
He first claims that
in i»84. This is not coin"...people
are
basically
cidental, for what Mr.
honest, but politicians are
Friedman
advocates
is
basically dishonest," thus
dangerously similar to Orignoring
the " distinct
well's nightmarish vision.
possibility that factors inIf he wants to live under a
corporated in the political
system in which government
system (i.e. campaign laws,
agencies are given a "free
special interest groups, short
hand" in dealing with
terms)
exert
enormous
"crooks" and "enemies," I
pressures on. the official,
suggest he move the modern
causing him to take irrational
world's version of Oceania and immoral actions. But
the Soviet Union.
more importantly, this view
Jay
Carl Friedman (no
conveys the idea .that ..u,,w* tt»S)nHnn).
.:„*+....
' one gets elected some type of
evil metamorphosis takes
place. Mr. Friedman should
look at a few pictures of
politicians; they are not from
another world nor some
demonic tribe. They are
fallible, ordinary human
beings subjected to extraordinary, pressures. I do
not defend those who have
violated the public's trust, but
to stereotype all politicians as
corrupt exposes a prejudice as
sickening and illogical as any
in existence.
In asserting that "What the
FBI and CIA do is their
business, and no one else's,"
Mr. Friedman loses sight of
the fact that government does
not exist as a self-serving (or
self-regulating) entity. It is
All
letters,
columns,
rather,
an
organization
reviews and guestspots reflect
contracted by its citizens to
the opinions of their authors
and not necessarily those of
insure collective security and
prosperity without infringing
the editors of The Breeze, or
upon the individual rights
the students faculty and staff
expressed in the contract
of James Madison University.
(constitution).
Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the editors of The
Mr. Friedman reaches the
point •Jle4J&l8towb Breeze.

but I managed not to fed too
cheated when I saw Donna
Summer in Oakland, Calif,
last July. Ms. Summer did not
prance about like a teenager,
and she was anything but laid
back; but, she somehow
managed to keep 20,000 fans
up on their feet for two solid

are figures representing the
university, yet they are not
depicted as fine upstanding
people fighting to uphold the
moral standards of the
university."
First off, "Madisonman"
and
"Jimmy
U"
are
characters in a comic strip
and nothing more. Any further
significance or stature given
them is purely a product of the
individual
reader's
interpretation.
It is the responsibility of
neither "Madisonman" nor
Scott Worner to "uphold the
moral standards" or project
the "proper image" of this
university.

)

The soul intent of any given
comic strip, Mr. Barclay, is
entertainment In this sense, I
feel Mr. Worrier's strip is very
relevant and very purposeful.
Furthermore, Mr. Barclay,
as to your suggestion to add
more Doonesbury, please
don't forget that The Breeie is
the university's newspaper
and Doonesbury is not a strip
produced by this university.
Finally, referring again to
the relevance, in the future,
The Breeie staff should indeed take more of it into
consideration when determining the acceptability of
editorial submissions.
Tom Arvis

No, the Board won't vote to abolish
final exams!

4*\

Students needed on Boards?
By CHRIS KOUBA
"Education without
representation is tyranny"
could have been the rally of
Virginia legislators who have
been pushing a bill that would
require state schools to in
chide a student in their Boards
of Visitors. The terms of- the
bill could not be reconciled in
committee last week; it died
before it was ever voted on.
Should such a qi>>et death be
followed by a clamorous
wake, with students calling
for their rightful representation? Insofar as JMU is
concerned, the answer is no,
according to one of JMU's
visitors.
It cannot be denied that
student representation should
be integral to the decisions of
the Board of Visitors. Student
attitudes ought to be considered in the formation of
their university's policies on
enrollment, academic
requirements,
and
con-
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according to Mike DeWitt, a
in the front pages of The
Visitor of the university and a
Breeie , reflect the attitudes
former
SGA
president,
on the editorial page? There ia
also the problem of who
student representation
already exists. DeWitt, a 1978
decides whether the Board
graduate, is only one source of
has fairly considered the
recent
student
opinionstudent input or even how
much impact it should have.
current attitudes are gathered
Certainly the Visitors should
through other channels as
not judge themselves, and the
well. Board members talk
with students and faculty, and
SGA is too involved in the
situation. Perhaps this should
read university publications
and The Breeie . Also, the
be brought before the General
Assembly.
SGA president and the
speaker of the faculty senate
The General Assembly has
serve
on
the
Board's
already come to a stalemate
as to whether college Boards
Education and Student Life
of Visitors should include
committee.
A
student
student membership. Acmember of the Board would
perform duties already filled,
cording to Mike DeWitt, the
position is simply not
serving
an
unnecessary
necessary at JMU. Apfunction
in
a
truly
parently, it is up to each
bureaucratic fashion.
student to decide whether or
This is assuming, of course,
that the present represennot his interests are fairly
represented in the formation
tation is effective. Do the
of university policies, and if
Visitors really listen to
not be should let these instudent opinion, or do they
terests be known. Tyranny is
merely hear them out? Do the
Board:s,,decis4qps,.aa covered ..in the eyes of, the beholder.
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in the camping gear.
,,_„„.
National Forests provide about hall the
public campgrounds in the United States

FREEZING WEATHER often continues
until mid-April In the mountains of Virginia. M
bianketa and extra clothing should be Included

Valley offers

t
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By
TRICIA
FISCHETTI
Warm weather, like last
weekend's, has a way' of
getting even the laziest people
outdoors, After Spring Break.
it may seem harder than ever
to stay inside.
A weekend camping trip
may be the answer.
Students can rent camping
equipment on a weekly or
daily basis from the Outdoor
, Recreation Center located on
the ground floor of the Warren
' University Union
Supplies include: coolers,
saws and axes, stoves and
lanterns.at $1 a day or $5 a
week; two-man tents and
backpacks for. $3 a day or (15 a
week; three-man tents for $4 a
day or $20 a week.
..Equipment is rented on a
" first-come, flrsV-servedtasisr'
Students pay in advance and
sign a rental agreement to
reserve supplies.
Reservations are not required.

0

Many campsites offer tables, fireplaces, and
garbage containers, as well as spaces for cars
and tents.
,*

camping sites to stu

.

•

conditions. Some areas are
open on or about April.!.
TODD LAKE is a popular
^camping site for James
';Madison University Students.
Located in the George
Washington National Forest
near the North River, the lake.
is about 20 miles west of
Harrisonburg.
-The lake
features hiking trails, fishing,
boating and picnic areas.
There is a daily camping fee
of $2 at todd Lake

Located along the north fork
of the Shenandoah River, Blue
Hole is another popular
camping site for JMU
students. It is open year-round
and offers fishing, as well as
picnicing and camping sites
The largest recreation
development in the George
Washington National Forest is
SherandoLake, about 15 miles
south of Waynesboro. There is
a $4 camping fee, and the area
features swimming, boating
and. hiking.

• Freezing weather often
continues until. mid-April in
the mountains of Virginia, so
blankets .and extra clothing
should"be included in camping
gear
;
STATF. LICENSES and a
National Forest Stamp are
required for any hunting or
fishing
in
the
George
Washington Forest
For hiking. Ramseys Draft,
off Route 250 north of
Staunton, is a beautiful area.

Nearby. Jerry Run offers a
hike beside a mountain
stream ..'.'
Natidnal Forests, such a:
the
George
Washington
provide about half the public
campgrounds in the United
.States Each campsite has a
table, fireplace, garbage
container and space for a car
and tent. Water and other
centrally
are
facilities
located.

THE QUTDOOR Recreation
—Center, made available by the
Student Activities Office, is
operated Jjy .students under
=work^stady pregrarn~Monday thraagrFnQay^t'xx equipment checked- -out- on
Friday and returned on
Monday, a two-day rental fee
is charged.
The Shenandoah Valleyoffers many camping sites in
the
George
Washington
National ^Forest and the
Shenandoah National Park.
The first 100 miles of the Blue
Ridge Parkway go through
parts
of
the
George
Washington and Jefferson
National Forests
Hiking trails paths or
1 wooded roads are found near
all recreation sites throughout
the National Forest. While
some areas are open all year,
opening dates for others are
determined
by
weather

Photo by Joe Schntckenburgcr

HIKING TRAILS, paths or wooded roads are found near all
recreation sites throughout the George Washington National

Forest and the Shenandoah National Park, both just a short drive
from JMU.
.!,-
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